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Only in men's imagination does
every truth find an effective
and undeniable existence.
-Joseph Conrad
I.

INTRODUCTION

Fact and Fiction have the same source.

This paper is a

test of the hypothesis that the creation of bQth factual and
fictional narrative derive from the same social and cognitive
processes, mechanisms and conditions.
The hypothesis of this paper was developed from an observation made during previous research projects conducted by the
author.

It was noted that the development of an ethnographic

description and analysis, as well as other objective factual
reports,

bears

a

resemblance

to what other

authors l

have

identified for the creation and perpetuation of rumor and
other types of fictional narratives.

Their works indicate

that what is "believed" to be true is socially more important
than what is "actually" true.
The hypothesis that factual and fictional narrative have
the same source was tested by observing the

formation of

factual reports, and comparing these to the features that have
been identified for the creation of fictional narrative.

The

test vehicle was the process of gathering ethnographic infor1
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(Allport 1942; Brunvand 1981; Crabble 1982; Geertz
1973; Gilovich 1991; Gould 1981, Guinee 1987; Hicks 1991; Kuhn
1973; Luhrman 1989; Millar 1972; Mitchell 1979; Petersen 1951;
Rosnow 1976; Schwartz 1983; Vonnegut 1963; Watzlawick 1976)
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mation and writing essays on the meaning of blades in the NeoPagan religion.

Observation was made of interviews conducted

by anthropology graduate students as they gathered information
directly from Neo-Pagan witches on the topic.

The students

then wrote essays based on what they collected, and these were
reviewed by the interviewed witches in order to verify that
what was written was what they intended.

The essays were then

analyzed to determine if the hallmarks of fictional narratives
were present in these factual reports.
This thesis is divided into four parts.

The introduction

is followed by a section covering the specific features that
have been identified for fictional narrative.

The last two

sections of this paper cover the test of the hypothesis and
the conclusions drawn from that test.

For background informa-

tion on the social group and topic used as the test, there is
an appendix on Neo-Paganism and the Athame (Uh-thah'-may), a
knife-like implement used in that religion.

Neo-Paganism will

also be referred to as Paganism, Wicca, Witchcraft and the
Craft in this paper.

In this paper the capitalized proper

noun "Witch", refers to both male and female practitioners of
some

types

of

Neo-paganism,

specifically

the

individuals

interviewed about blades in Neo-Paganism.
This paper provides a repeatable demonstration of how an
object or behavior acquires social meaning, whether the meaning is fact or fiction, and refutes the assumption that fact
and fiction are fundamentally different.

"I know you believe you understand
what you think I said, but I am not
sure you realize that what you heard
is not what I meant."
-AnonYmous
II.

FICTIONAL NARRATIVE

This section reviews the concepts that have been identified from the pertinent literature to be features of fictional
narrative.
1.

Communication.
A fictional narrative begins with an act of communica-

tion.

The intent may be entertainment, and the audience is

aware that they are to suspend disbelief for the duration of
the tale.

However in many cases,

for the reasons that are

outlined in this section, fiction may be accepted as fact, or
a factual narrative can be taken as a fictional one.

These

interpretations are then perpetuated by news media, text books
and common knowledge (Brunvand 1981; Gilovich 1991).
Communicating a message has several components:
(l)

The message is conceived,

(2)

sent through the sender's conception filters,

(3)

encoded into an analog for the idea,

(4)

transmitted through a choice of several mediums or channels,

(5)

received by the receiver through their
senses and conceptional screens, and

(6)

then decoded and interpreted for meaning.

own

At each step of transmitting and receiving a message, a
possibility for error exists.

with a key change, or accumula3
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tion of several minor errors,
completely

lost

(Cherry

the intended meaning can be

1982: 19-22) .

Communication

is

a

complex web of mUltiple channels, support and reinforcement,
feedback, comparison to previous and following messages, revision, anticipation of what could be said, constant interpretation and reinterpretation, adjustments to learning, layers of
meaning and social context.

Errors that could potentially

change meaning are continually occurring and being corrected
in this process.
Partial breakdown of communication is more of a potential
problem than total breakdown, because the former may not be
recognized.

with a total breakdown, such as mutually unintel-

ligible languages, or if one of the parties angrily leaves, it
is clear that communication did not happen.

with a partial

breakdown, both parties may miss that communication did not
occur, that a word had a slightly different meaning, that they
were speaking about different topics (MacKay 1964:168-9; Swets
1983:142).

This is the premise of many situational comedies

as well as mis-understandings in real life.
A source of information is the communication role of a
"gatekeeper", a person who screens, interprets and transmits
messages

(Crabble 1982:29).

The interviewed witches were

gatekeepers of the topic for the interviewers, as an ethnographer is a gatekeeper for a

larger audience.

Gatekeepers,

interviewers/observers, interviewees/informants are not pas-
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sive recorders of verbatim accounts.

They actively select

what is pertinent from a mass of information, and then form it
into a report that is understandable to an aUdience, shaping
the meaning of the message and what conclusions can be drawn.
Gatekeepers are in a potentially powerful position.

They may

be the only source of data, can manipulate information, and
influence interpretation of material from other sources.
Information flow is two way, even when only one person
asks questions and the other only answers (Crabble 1982:150-3;
Gordon 1987:26,44-5).

The manner, frequency,

order, varia-

tions of questions, and reactions to answers are informative
to the person answering.

The answerer evaluates how and

whether to answer by making jUdgements concerning what the
questioner is attempting to learn, what means they are using
to gather information, and what opinions the questioner is
forming from the answers (Gordon 1987:26).
An interviewee can direct the interview,
questions to be asked and avoiding others.
or feedback,

causing some

The two way flow,

of an interview allows each party to have an

indication of the other's interpretation.

If it is wrong,

feedback allows for correction and modification of behavior to
facilitate the communication (MacKay 1964:163-4).

An inter-

viewer perceives patterns to answers while the interviewee
notes patterns to the questions.

They begin to anticipate the

next question/answer and compare (sometimes confusing) it with
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what they actually receive (Applbaum 1973:26).
Non-verbal messages are the largest and most important
part of communication (Swets 1983:59).
contact,

Dress, posture, eye

frequency and type of touching,

gestures,

facial

expressions, furniture in the room and its physical relation
to the speakers, time of day, current events, odors, speed and
clarity of speech, are all part of the message.

Observation

of the non-verbal messages, mostly unconsciously perceived,
controls

the

duration

covered,

enhances

of

meaning,

conversation,
gives

directs

subtle

what

coloration,

is
and

provides the context of how to interpret what is verbally
stated.

Non-verbal signals could conceivably make the meaning

of a message the complete opposite of what is verbally stated
(Brown 1983:57; Gordon 1987:76; Hall 1959).
Communication events - spoken, non-verbal, graphic and
written - are not isolated but take place in multiple layers
of contexts.
individual,

These layers include the internal state of each
tone of voice,

definitions

of words,

and the

community, society, culture and language in which each event
is embedded in (Allport 1947:140,67; Applbaum 1973:18; Baron
1987:463; Crabble 1982:55; Gordon 1987:64; Gurwitsch 1977:3593).

The context is critical for meaning (Brown 1983:33-67;

Gumperz 1982:130-52; Hymes 1974:4; Deetz 1967:88-91).
the pertinent context,
unintelligible

without

something may be misinterpreted or

(Cherry 1966:10).

Meaning is influenced by
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overt appearance, behaviors and setting (Gordon 1987:200-7;
Shibutani 1966:19).
When the message is in writing, additional complications
are added to the process of communication.

Unlike face to

face conversation, writing must provide its own context, and
its

meaning

is

not

enhanced

and

clarified

with

gesture,

expression, tone and setting (Brown 1983:6-9; Ong 1986:39).
All the potential problems of interpreting meaning can occur,
without the possibility of correction from feedback (Ong 1986:
27-8) .
A written word remains static and unchanged,
meaning changes socially,

but its

linguisticly, chronologically and

spatially (Ong 1986:44; Sapir 1921:iii,147-70; Shibutani 1966:
167).

It is this unchanging quality of writing that makes it

more acceptable as fact or official.

This is balanced by the

American lore of "don't believe everything that you read"
(Shibutani 1966:129).

A written item has more value than the

same item in spoken form, especially when it is well written,
couched in objective terminology,
(Ong 1983:37).
pretation

and

and supported by numbers

Furthermore, writing is an incomplete interrepresentation,

it

is

not

the

actual

item

(Geertz 1973:19; Gould 1981:204; Simos 1988:11).
The very act of naming something can be a distortion of
it.

This occurs in circumstances such as: describing a non-

geometric shape (it looks like a combination of a footprint
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and a dumbbell); translating folk speech (a stand up dude);
having to select only one category when several are equally
valid for an item (it is both good and bad); or, categorizing
an item when it does not belong to any of the given categories
(it is a miscellaneous thingamajig).
2.

Projection.
A message is composed of two components: a symbol and its

meaning.

A symbol is an analog carrier of a message, be it an

assemblage of sounds, gestures, colors, marks, tones, behaviors or physical objects.

A symbol is an incomplete represen-

tation that stimulates the mental associations that make it so
rich in meaning.

Meaning is the importance or significance

attached to a symbol, and the ideas associated with it.

The

variations and possible range of meanings of symbols increase
the probability of divergent interpretation (Applbaum 1973:26;
Crabble 1982:15).

Perception is the subjective assessment of

a symbol/message, allowing the receivers to project their own
internal interpretation/values to what it means (Gordon 1987:
207-9).
In theory, the relation between a symbol and its meaning(s) is arbitrary, but in practice this is not the case.
a given cultural context,

In

symbols have acquired a specific

collection of meanings that not only influence their possible
interpretation, but also whether or not they are recognized
and/or perceived as part of a message.

Symbols are found in
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assemblages or contexts that refine the possible range of
meaning that can be given to a symbol in any culture (Turner
1967:92;

1973:57),

and a symbol in one context may have a

totally different meaning in another context.
a precise analog for things or ideas.

Language is not

It is not practical to

give every object, act, set and condition its own word.

When

speaking, people are not transmitting thoughts but physical
signals that indicate meaning which the listener interprets in
accordance with the overall context (Cherry 1966:70-7,111).
The

human

projecting

mind

internal

tends

to

automatically

associations

and

give

meaning,

definitions,

meaning is not an innate feature of any item.

though

Numbers become

lucky, coincidences take on significance, and behaviors are
repeated ritualistically as if they caused a desired result.
An example of projection of meaning on an accidental physical
shape is the Rorschach test.

The ink blots are completely

devoid of meaning, being randomly produced shapes and color,
yet they are a valuable tool for psychological insight.

This

same principle of projection of internal values onto external
items is also found with tarot cards, astrology, and the stock
market (Gilovich 1991: 58; Luhrman 1989: 144-5,7-9,151-7; Rosnow
1976:29) .
Most messages

have

elements

that

are

not

completely

clear, contradict other messages, are ambiguous or describe
something that does not have a specific term (Shibutani 1966:
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171).

Part of a message may be lost because of a distraction

or pronunciation, a term may be used in an unfamiliar manner,
an antecedent is not known, or a part of a message needed for
interpretation may not be stated or implied.
are not aware of these missing items.

Usually people

People unconsciously

fill in gaps, resolve fragments into wholes, omit what causes
confusion, draw from previous information, or add elaborations
that logically explains.

This unconscious search for "good

closure ll is experienced when questions are not answered and
meaning remains unclear.
Closure provides a satisfying explanation and a clear,
stable view of a situation or message (Allport 1947:37; Applbaum 1973:21; Brown 1983:66; Gilovich 1991:55; Shibutani 1966:
62,85).

This need for meaning causes some of the distortions

that occur in communication, but also functions to derive the
intended meaning from incomplete and/or ambiguous messages.
Closure occurs in both receiving and presenting a message.
When communicating the tendency is to give the appearance of
impartiality, and that all questions are answered.
With any message a range of responses and interpretation
is possible.

In some situations,

one party perceives the

message as ambiguous, and has difficulty selecting what is the
correct meaning.

In other cases,

the relation between a

message to the resulting behavior is indirect, or delayed, and
has different results each time.

For example,

there is a
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clear cause and effect relation if someone is pushed into a
lake.

However,

if the same person is told to "jump in a

lake", several responses are possible, most of which are not
the literal meaning of the phrase (Cherry 1966:123,222).
with closure or projection, the possibility exists that
meaning may be inserted,
data left out.

a personal bias projected,

or key

Answers are created out of what is available,

even when no supporting evidence exists, or when the source is
questionable.

Material that is inconsistent with the overall

message, or indicates ambiguity is discarded (Allport 1947:378).

Distorted messages become rumor, hearsay, gossip or urban

legends (Brunvand 1981).

These can be spread as "official" by

credible, reliable and trusted media, institutions and people,
becoming self confirming.
The tendency toward good closure, to complete what seems
to be incomplete or inconsistent, is an unconscious action and
not a conscious decision to deceive or distort (Allport 1947:
102; Bjorklund 1989:34,101).

In most cases, not all of a mes-

sage will be received, or the sender assumes background knowledge by the receiver, but from the incomplete message a whole
is created by the receiver.

To recreate the intended message,

the perceiver exploits previous knowledge, makes assumptions,
and perceives implications with the intent of bringing about
a more coherent, consistent mental configuration.

When not

enough information is received, when key information is miss-
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ing,

or when the information is unfamiliar, then a message

becomes ambiguous and inconsistent.

In this case,

closure

either results in erroneous conclusions, or the receiver asks
questions to clarify and come to good closure.

No given

percentage of a message needs to be received for it to be
interpreted.

There

is

no

specific

critical

message that is needed for interpretation.

amount

of

a

A receiver of a

message who is familiar with the information and antecedents
will require less time and quantity to interpret meaning than
one who is not.
Distortion is usually in the direction of fitting shared
expectation and little evidence is needed for confirmation.
An undistorted fact that does not fit expectations requires
massive amounts of unequivocal supporting evidence before it
is accepted.

Ambiguous information is interpreted toward an

existing or forming expectation

(Shibutani 1966:85-6,178).

Once perceptions and expectations are formed, whether positive
or negative, they are difficult to revise (Rosnow 1976:47).
This includes common sense, scientific theory, legal decisions
and religious faith.

A crisis results when expectations are

not met, when perception does not agree with the perceptions
of others, when established routines fail, when process does
not achieve predicted results (Shibutani 1966:149,55,72), and
even then, facts are still be interpreted to fit the erroneous
model (Rosnow 1976:47; Watzlawick 1976:33,84-92,122).
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3.

Memory and Perception.
Two factors that mold the interpretation and report of a

message are perception and memory.

In the context of communi-

cation, memory and perception are the same phenomena.

Any

message received is filtered by an individual's perceptual
screens to become memory.

Any recalled message,

even when

reported immediately afterwards, must be brought out of memory
and filtered through an individual's perceptions.
ception and memory are constantly changing.

Both per-

Details are left

out that do not apply to the main theme, some items are not
perceived in the first place,
deteriorates.

Perceptions

modifies perceptions.

and as time elapses memory

influence

memory

and

memory

Perception and memory strive toward

simplicity, order and completeness (Rosnow 1976:51).

Recall

is a constructive, not reconstructive, process (Allport 1947:
5,55) .
specific skills and conditions are needed for accurate
perception:

undistorted sensing,

observation of non-verbal

communication,

active self critique,

feedback

restating what was

from

accurate recall,

said

(Gordon

and

1987: 595) •

Perception of a message is tied to the physical and mental
ability to sense a message.
odors,

emotions,

Distracting sounds, movements,

compete with or add to a

ability to perceive,

message.

formulate and transmit a

message

The
is

affected by physiological factors, emotional state and social
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conditions (Crabble 1982:124).
Perception is an active selection of what is attended to
and what is not noticed, the wide variation of interpretations
and meanings that can be given, and the retention of what is
remembered.

Perception and memory, though selective, are not

arbitrary.

The

human

sensory

range

determines

what

is

possible to perceive, and then each culture determines what is
important and should be attended to or unimportant and to be
ignored.

It is an inductive process that is context bound and

has an array of motivations or influences (Crabble 1982:5761).

It is further influenced by how the speaker/message is

perceived, with projection of meanings, expectations, coloring
beliefs and values.

A message source may have a self serving

interest, questionable integrity, biasing circumstances, may
be misinformed but acting in good faith, or is not in a position to actually know from personal knowledge (Shibutani 1966:
74,82,178-9).

These modifications that happen to perception

and memory are a form of learning (Crabble 1982:106,10).
Even with the best conditions,
message to be perceived.

it is rare for a whole

Usually, enough key elements are

received to determine the major theme and intent of a message.
Memory is an additional editing and augmenting of the message.
In recall, material is omitted, detail is lost and the event
is simplified.

This gives more strength to the remainder,

allowing for possible additions and elaborations of those
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points.

Messages that are familiar in content, short in dura-

tion, and with few new concepts are easier to recall and less
influenced by distortions (Allport 1947:58,75,81,97).
Attention tends to focus on what is of interest or novel
(Allport 1947:105).
tions.

Perception can be distorted by expecta-

People sense what they expect by glossing over or

stereotyping what is actually said, remembering and perceiving
things as they usually are instead of as they actually are,
modifying what happened to what is expected,

or applying a

previous scheme inappropriately (Allport 1947:103).
Expectation, stereotyping or glossing are not necessarily
wrong.

They serve as ready made rules and models for behavior

in familiar and unfamiliar social milieus,
close enough to be accurate.

and are usually

stereotypes allow cognition to

be directed to other problems rather than attempting to determine what the social situation is and how to behave.

When

automatic stereotypes are not pertinent to a circumstance,
they cause erroneous conclusions or behavior.

stereotypes

change and attention is captured only with critical reassessment, or unexpected results that cannot be explained away by
the previous model.

Commonly shared expectations are the

ideal norms of a society.
There have been studies of eyewitness accuracy that have
demonstrated that the memory and perception of eyewitnesses
are unreliable (Baron 1987:458-62; Watzlawick 1976:67).

To
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make accounts credible to themselves and others, eyewitnesses
will create and manipulate

"documentary"

proof to support

their memory, insisting on an interpretation despite contradictory evidence (Bjorklund 1989:27; Guinee 1987; Shibutani
1966:85).

This has implications for ethnographic interviews

which collect facts from those with direct knowledge.

It is

partly for this reason that ethnographers have as many sources
as possible.

with a wide collection sample from independent

sources, a relatively clear, accurate and thorough view of the
topic will "come out in the wash".

This is not always the

case but a fair assumption.
4.

Rumor Theory.
The basic model for the creation of fictional narrative

is adapted from the sharpening, leveling, assimilation (SLA)
model of rumor (Allport 1947).

Though applied to rumor, SLA

was recognized to have wider application (Allport 1947:viii;
Mullen 1972).

Later studies questioned some of the findings

and added additional insights, but the basic SLA model stands
(Peterson 1951:165-6; Shibutani 1966:14,9,84).

SLA applies to

interviews, eyewitness accounts, mystical experience, academic
papers, legends and scientific experiment, as well as rumor
(Shibutani 1966:155; Mullen 1972).
Sharpening

is

the

selective

perception,

enhancing,

retention and reporting of a limited number of details from a
total message and its context.

People tend to give emphasis
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to what is important to them, which becomes the key theme of
their message, assuring that what they value is perceived and
reacted to appropriately, and that their prestige as being the
source of the information is maintained (Peterson 1951:166).
Sharpening can be a distortion or fabrication of fact by
increasing in size, number, movement, severity or how recently
the event occurred.

If a message is important enough to be

repeated, it is sharpened with each repetition, rumor being an
extreme example.

The degree of this inflation is controlled

by what is believed possible or credible.

Exceeding these

limits or having a perceived error will cause the message to
be

rejected

(Watzlawick

receive inputs of data,

1976:129).

People

continuously

and correct or reinforce previous

perceptions and what seems possible.

Familiar and/or repeti-

tious information will be more accurately remembered, but is
not as likely to attract attention as the atypical or odd
(Allport 1947:86-97).
Leveling is the reciprocal of sharpening.

Leveling is

the process of editing or not reporting information extraneous
from the main theme of the message.

If information does not

contribute to or contradicts intended meaning, it is deleted.
Leveling is accomplished by removing, omitting or modifying
details;

however,

credibility must be maintained.

If the

message is trimmed too mUCh, is made too fantastic, or appears
to have missing parts, it will not be accepted as fact.

The
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message will be ignored, rejected, contradicted, attributed to
an unreliable source, or presented as fiction,
information is true.

even if the

Even the most objective reporter, with

no interest in the outcome, who gives all the facts gathered,
will still sharpen and level a message.

Recording devices

would circumvent this, but somewhere someone still interprets
and makes decisions (Allport 1947:75-86).
Leveling and sharpening are critical to social interaction and building the rapport needed for communication.

The

ability to empathize is critical to the amount, accuracy and
quality of information gathered (Gordon 1987:13).
sizing

similarities

(sharpening)

and

ignoring

Byemphadifferences

(leveling), a common ground is found between people (Crabble
1982: 144;

Gordon 1987: 27) .

Even when there

is no shared

common ground or experience, knowing how to use language and
how to behave makes one a member of a group and increases
social binding or rapport (Spradley & Mann 1975:120-43).
The receivers of a message assimilates it into their own
emotional and intellectual context,
paradigms and expectations.

fitting

it into their

This process logically arranges

information in relation to what is already known, associating
or projecting onto information what is familiar or expected
(Allport 1947:144).

with assimilation, the information has a

greater appearance of authenticity, needing less support for
confirmation (Shibutani 1966:85,6).

When information does not
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fit into the known, it is rejected, modified to fit, or the
receivers must change their mental scheme to incorporate or
explain incongruent data.
changing and/or disruption of a mental scheme is known as
cognitive dissonance, accommodation or disequilibrium.

It is

easier to adapt data to fit preconceived schemes or norms.
Changing an existing scheme requires a mass of irrefutable
fact, compelling need, or a crisis before it is resorted to
(Shibutani 1966:86,172).

Once a mental scheme is accepted,

and especially when written to become "part of the record", it
is difficult to amend or expunge.

It requires changing and

evaluating all that one knew before (Bjorklund 1989:20), and
when the required change is pervasive or systemic enough, the
individual or group is unable to function for a time.

Assimi-

lation is a continual, active process, each input building on
the already existing model, adding to the image, reinforcing
expectations, producing minor revision, or, in rare instances,
complete restructuring (Allport 1947:100-11; Applbaum 1973:
18) .
In situations where a lack of information exists about a
sUbject, when what is available is ambiguous, and when it is
important, the tendency is to create the needed information by
logic,

speculation,

or investigation.

As a message circu-

lates, the process of leveling may leave gaps which are filled
by fabrications.

Sharpening answers questions about what is
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missing, while leveling hides what is missing.
interest

and

increase

plausibility,

elaborates on both fact and invention.

the

To sustain

process

of

SLA

Tests demonstrate that

oral-like transmission (where the item is recreated at each
telling)

is rarely accurate,

"telephone".

as in the children's game of

Once an item is credible, current and previous

material and events are reinterpreted to support the accepted
view, and later events are interpreted in accordance to that
scheme.

This apriori interpretation uses circular reasoning

making evidence of facts that are unconnected or even contradictory.

Over time, if an item of lore or canon continues to

circulate, its variations increase.

This makes it difficult

to verify information and track down its source.

Information

then seems to come from mUltiple objective sources, when, in
fact, several reports may be variations of one.

with numerous

reports, the lore "if there is smoke, there must be fire" is
applied (Shibutani 1966:5,62,8,148; Peterson 1951:159-60).
SLA is not arbitrary.

Experience,

linguistic habit,

cultural forms of thought, personal motives and attitudes set
the stage for the pattern of assimilation which occurs and
determines what shall be leveled and sharpened (Allport 1947:
144).

Items are altered to be more coherent, plausible, and

well rounded in relation to the main idea of a message.

Facts

are deleted which do not communicate what was intended, and
facts added that logically should be in the message, or other-
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wise enhance intended meaning (Allport 1947:101-2; Gazzinga
1985:72-80,7).

Though SLA is an aspect of all messages, it

does not mean all messages are erroneous.

with rumor it is

easier to recognize the process because SLA can be identified
as false information or distortions.
definable circumstances,

Distortion occurs in

in predictable ways,

and does not

necessarily mean that interpretation is likewise distorted.
For instance, in art, an artist will have many distortions and
leave out some features to create an illusion that is closer
to the true, perfect, lifelike or desired image.
The mechanisms of SLA that cause distortion of detail
minimize the distortion of the main idea.

This resistance of

the main theme to change is advantageous for accurate transmission, although if peripheral details change enough, central
meaning could change (Allport 1947:116,9).
not the

accurate

Furthermore, it is

transmission and receiving of data that

determines meaning,

but how the data is interpreted.

The

perspective formed by SLA interferes with its own revision
(Shibutani 1966:149), thus data will be interpreted in terms
of an already established point of view.

SLA is not a model

of how information is distorted during transmission, but what
happens to information as it is repeated and interpreted.

SLA

is not within the message, but within the person interpreting,
the message being only a product of SLA.

Conceivably with SLA

a distorted message can be deciphered to the original meaning.
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5.

Compounding and Elaboration.
SLA can result in the compounding or concatenation of

separate items into a single item.

A message created from a

compound of two factual bits of information could result in
either a factual or fictitious conclusion.
a

link between items.

Compounds assume

This linking is not arbitrary,

but

based on similar features of separate items, or on existing
cultural contexts that categorize items and behaviors as being
associated to an assemblage or set (Mitchell 1971:6,40; Peterson 1951:159-67).
A compound is like a syllogism, the individual facts can
be correct, but because they are perceived as being in the
same context the conclusion drawn can be wrong:
are conducting a ritual,
knives,

(4) some arcane rituals

(Conclusion) This ritual is a sacrifice.

Elaboration happens under two conditions.
to

fill

People

(2) at this ritual they are holding

(3) knives are used to kill,

include sacrifice.

(1)

in missing

information.

These

The first is

invented bits

of

information are not arbitrary, but are logical items that fit,
should be there, belong, are always that way, are the accepted
pattern, or the tradition.

In the set A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,

I, J, K, L, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, a missing
letter may be missed because one automatically inserts it,
glossing over the fact it is not there because it is expected,
and it is seen exactly where it belongs.

Inversely, a present
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item can be missed because it was not expected and therefore
not seen.
The second occasion when elaboration occurs is to explain
breaks in the expected pattern or contradictions.

It allows

undeniable yet unexplained facts to be fitted into accepted
and expected models.

When faced with contradictory data, the

response is not to revise or reject an accepted model, but to
revise or reject the data, new data leading to elaboration of
previous ideas (Watzlawick 1976:48-51,76,81).

Once an expla-

nation is accepted, blind spots develop against information
which will change it, or such data is modified as proof for
the belief (Watzlawick 1976:81,135).

In fact, people seem to

avoid seeking data that may refute their hard won concepts.
This avoidance and inability to change is not just a feature
of religious dogma, political views, superstitions and racial
prejudice.
ments

The history of science is filled with such argu-

(Gould 1981;

Kuhn 1973).

Anthropology has

its own

examples, the most widely known being piltdown Man (Blinderman
1986; Millar 1972; Weiner 1955).
Compounding and elaboration do not necessarily lead to
wrong conclusions.

They are examples of critical thinking,

deductive and inductive reasoning and creativity.

The trick

is to note when insights are not based on explicit information
and verification is needed.

Though not mentioned in the

literature and not observed for in the test of the hypothesis,
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it is possible for facts that are associated to be separated,
creating a false dichotomy caused by not perceiving a relationship.
6.

Principle of Least Effort.
All of these previously noted mechanisms are aids to

cognitive functions.

It is efficient to fuse items under a

common category, such as "fruit", instead of "apples, oranges,
grapes, pears, nectarines, et cetera".

Combining into related

categories can result in errors of detail and stereotyping,
but also results in a reminder of what to remember (Bjorklund
1989:56-7) and how to interpret.
When extraneous details are removed by leveling,
needs to be remembered.
and

pertinence with

less

When an item gains dramatic qualities

sharpening,

it

is more

likely to be

noticed, recalled, and to have the desired influence.

When an

item is like other items, when it can be associated with what
is already known, it is again more likely to be remembered due
to assimilation and repetition, rather than to go through the
laborious process of learning anew.

If everyone shares and

agrees to follow a blue print for behavior, it is easier to
use an existing plan than to negotiate and renegotiate each
time.

Even misbehavior follows rules and limits, the most

heinous and dangerous
outside the norms.

crimes being totally unexpected and
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The mind has infinite capability, but as only a finite
amount

can

be

processed

at

any

resources need to be economized.

given

moment,

cognitive

A person can only have one

mood at a time, devote higher cognitive functions to so much,
remain focused on a topic for so long.

This economizing is

termed Zipf's law, or the principle of least effort.

Under

this principle, the above stated mechanisms economize on the
effort to process and act on information, so that the minimum
effort needed is made.

Examples of this are the shortening of

phrases

into single words;

"Neo-Pagan witchcraft" to "the

Craft",

"anthropology graduate student" to "student".

If a

term is only used once, it remains fully spelled out, but when
used frequently terms become streamlined, representing more
(Cherry 1966:103-9).
Zipf's law not only economizes but stereotypes, lumping
diverse individuals under one label such as American, student,
witch.

The interviews used in this paper are an example of

stereotyped behavior.

The behavior observed at the interviews

was what is expected for a polite, business like meeting of
strangers.

Already knowing how to behave,

and after brief

testing to assure the other will behave by the same rules,
effort then can be expended on understanding the new, on the
atypical that attracts attention, or the data that brings into
question previous ideas.

Each new event is not unique, but

uses past experience to build upon.

Logic, n.
The art of thinking and
reasoning in strict accordance with
the limitations and incapacities of
the human misunderstanding.
-Ambrose Bierce

III. TEST OF THE HYPOTHESIS
This section covers the test of the hypothesis that the
same principles,

mechanisms and conditions that result in

fictional narratives, such as rumor, are the ones that form
factual accounts, such as an ethnographic description.
1.

Collection Methodology.
The testing of this hypothesis was done by observation,

under

repeatable and verifiable conditions.

situation

where

observations

could

be

made

To create a
to

test

the

hypothesis, arrangements were made for informal ethnographic
interviews.

These

interviews

were

between two

Neo-Pagan

witches (Tom and Ellen) and two anthropology graduate students
(Carrie and David).

It was explained to all the participants

that the interviews were for the purpose of observing whether
specific communication principles occurred during interviews,
and it was also explained that a formal interview was not
desired, but rather an informal conversational-like interview.
This was done to minimize influences outside the interviews,
such as library research.

It was explained that to avoid

skewing the behavior at the interviews, that the specifics of
what was being observed would be explained after the participants had written an essay on the interview topic, and that
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the interviewers should limit themselves to what they learned
at the interviews, and not conduct further research.
The topic selected for the interviews was presented as
follows:

"At Neo-Pagan events individuals often have blades

which they use during the event. The purpose of the interview
is to determine the meaning of blades in Neo-Paganism".
question

was

designed

to

mimic

ethnographic

The

collection.

During observation of activities a hypothetical ethnographer
would observe that blades were used and carried,

and at a

later time, would question an informant during a conversation
about the observation.

In actual collection of ethnographic

data there would be participant/observation in many events in
different contexts as well as mUltiple conversations with
different informants and library research.
This use of a standardized topic and limited collection
of information assured comparable data, skipped the need for
initial

observations to

formulate

questions,

narrowed the

focus of the interview to a single topic, and decreased the
number of complexities for testing the hypothesis.

The term

"blade" was used, as opposed to knife or sword, because it is
a neutral anthropological technical term that does not have
the array of associations as the other terms do.

The term

Athame was not used because familiarity with it would imply
prior knowledge about the Craft.

The author was familiar with

the Athame from previous research,

interviews and partici-
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pant/observation.

It was assumed that the Athame would be a

"new" sUbject in that the use and meaning of blade in NeoPaganism is outside the norms of American popular culture,
where blades and religion are not usually associated.

The

topic was given to the interviewers a few days before each
interview.
A draft of this paper and its findings was circulated for
review by all of the participants.

The participants verified

information, commented on the observations and findings, made
suggestions, provided personal insights and assured that their
privacy is not violated.

The circulated draft was also the

means used to inform the participants of the misdirections and
blinds that were used for the study.

This review by the par-

ticipants of the study does not imply endorsement or agreement
with the conclusions drawn, or other comments by the author.
Two of the interviews were videotaped to have a record
for review, and to give the illusion that there was a larger
audience.

A blind was used at the recorded interviews by

stating that the videotape recording would be part of the
final paper.

with the review of the circulating draft, the

participants were advised of the purpose of the recordings,
and that they would be erased at the completion of the study.
The videotaped interviews were both conducted by the same
student, Carrie, with both of the Witches.

The third inter-

view was not recorded for the simple reason that a

video
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camera was not available on the date of the interview.

This

interview was conducted by David with Tom, who had been interviewed previously by Carrie.
Neo-Pagan,

Loki,

At this third interview a second

contributed.

All

three

interviews were

directly observed, with minimal participation, by the author.
The two interviewees are Neo-Pagan Witches, who have not
been subjects in a study before this.

Both are pUblic about

their religion, have practiced the religion for several years
and have conducted classes concerning the religion.
ages,

socio-economic

status

and

educational

Their

levels

similar to the graduate student interviewers.

were

The students

were selected because they were willing to explore an area
outside of their personal research interests, did not have
previous exposure to Neo-Pagan witchcraft (specifically the
author's ideas), and have backgrounds related to interviewing
for ethnographic information.
Immediately
author asked a

after

each

interview

was

few questions of both the

completed,

interviewer and

interviewee, concerning the meaning of some terms,
reasoning for some questions/answers.

and the

After the interviews

all of the participants wrote a short essay on the Athame.
was assumed that due to their busy schedules,
direct personal
writing

the

col~ection

interest,

essays,

much

the

normal

It

and lack of

that there would be a
like

the

delay

delay in
between

and reporting of ethnographic information.

The
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restriction to one page mimicked the limiting of a topic in a
larger ethnographic paper to only a few paragraphs.
2.

Context and Influences.
In

non-laboratory

observation,

description

of

every

possible influencing variable and condition is not feasible,
and controlling them would be too intrusive.

The general

context of this study is given to indicate possible skews to
the data, or the interpretation of the data, but there may be
influences that are not noted.

At this point the reader who

is unfamiliar with Neo-Paganism may choose to read the section
in the appendix on Neo-Paganism (page 77).

This background

information is not only informative about the social group
studied, but also gives the social context of the Athame, and
covers the same topics discussed during the interviews.
Some skews to the data have already been noted:

The

author being present to observe the interviews, the presence
of a second witch at one of the interviews, the interviews
took place in the San Francisco Bay Area, two of the interviews were videotaped, the similarities of the participants,
one of the interviewees was interviewed twice, while one of
the interviewers conducted two interviews, and the gender of
the participants.

other potential skews or influences are not

as readily apparent.
Though both of the interviewees are Neo-Pagans, they are
of different traditions of the Craft.

Traditions are equiva-
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lent to different sects within the same religion.

Tom is an

initiate in the Gardinarian and NROOGD (Na-rlig) Traditions,
with extensive knowledge of

European magic.

Ellen is an

Eclectic Atheopagan (atheist Pagan) who was then learning the
Fairie Tradition,

but personally does not follow a

specific tradition,

single

borrowing from many sources especially

those of non-European origin.

The differences between the

systems will not be covered here but are available in the NeoPagan literature (Adler 1986:62-6,162-70; Simos 1979).
Another skew was differences in relative knowledge about
the Craft by the interviewers.
with New Age

2

carrie had some familiarity

ideas and Occultism,

was curious about Neo-

Paganism, and, of course, conducted the second interview with
knowledge from the first.

When carrie was interviewed by the

author about her interviews, and the draft of this paper, she
indicated that the two Witches may have had different teachers, but were basically the same.

From the author's perspec-

tive there were a number of significant differences in what
each witch said at the interviews.
The graduate students also have different backgrounds.
Though both are finishing Masters of Arts programs in anthropology from the same university, have attended many of the

2

The term New Age or Aquarian Movement is apparently
related to a type of spiritual belief system, but the term is
undefined in this paper and should not be equated to any group
or practice labeled New Age.
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same classes, and are well versed in the various fields and
ideals of anthropology, each has different interests and areas
of

expertise.

Carrie's

interest

California aboriginal groups,

is

the

archaeology of

while David focuses on Meso-

American ethnography.
The two interviews with Tom took place at his home.

The

interview with Ellen, conducted by Carrie, was at the home of
the author.

The original intent was to conduct each inter-

view at the home of the witch, but due to schedule conflicts
the author's home was chosen.

Ellen was not happy about the

location of the interview, having to make a trip, feeling that
she might need something that was at her home,
back to her home late that night.

and getting

Though inconvenient for

her, she made the interview because she had promised to do so.
It was not brought out at the interviews that both Tom
and Ellen are teachers of Neo-Paganism.

One ethical principle

of Neo-Paganism is the obligation to share knowledge, and to
help other people grow along their own appropriate spiritual
path (which usually is not Neo-Pagan).

The students, without

being aware of it, invoked the Neo-Pagan canon of "coming in
perfect love and trust", ethically obligating a witch if they
are able to meet that need.
The Witches' preconceptions of the students was based on
knowing the author, having taken anthropology courses themselves, and having studied ethnographic literature for their
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own purposes.

These two witches have learned about practices

of other cultures through ethnographic literature,

and are

interested to learn what social scientists say about NeoPaganism

(such as Luhrman 1989;

Lewis 1985; Marwick 1982;

Runyon 1980; Scott 1980; 1983; 1988).

The students' initial

perception of Witches was based on popular/media lore and
canon of witches, and familiarity with the social role of the
witch.
Elicitation from the participants prior to the interviews
ascertained that none was overtly biased, and that all were
open and receptive.

An influence based on negative stereo-

types came from a friend of Carrie's who was concerned for her
safety at the first interview.

She felt that his concern was

from being in law enforcement where, "he observes the worst of
human behavior on a daily basis".

Since he did not know the

people involved, she did not have the address or phone number
of where she conducted the interview, and she was going to be
interviewing a witch, his concern was understandable.

At the

end of this interview she called him to let him know that she
was all right, and that she had an enjoyable experience.

He

was not concerned about the second interview, which was at the
author's home (for which he had the phone number and address),
and with a woman.
Neo-Paganism exists in a setting that is sometimes hostile to its practice.

During the period of the interviews,
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August through September 1991, there were no current events or
incidents of harassment of Neo-Pagans.

However, both witches

are aware of the "Burning Times", when witches and heretics
were executed (Simos 1988:183-219), and that they live in a
"rational" society that categorizes magic, gods/goddesses and
witches as legends, fictions and superstitions.

Though there

were no discernable influences, there were hostile events in
the recent past and items repeated in local news papers (Carlson 1989; Hicks 1991; UMI 1986: 574,

1987: 59,594-603,

1988:

1103,1354, 1990:860,711), and other "news" that circulate in
the Neo-Pagan community by oral transmission, newsletters and
computer bulletin boards.
Prior experience with Witches indicated that as a group
they are concerned that Witchcraft is confused with Satanism,
Witches holding many of the same stereotypes about Satanists
as the larger society.

Being a victim of negative stereotypes

does not automatically mean one does not hold negative stereotypes of others.
in the interviews.

Surprisingly this issue was not touched on
This may have been a result of the topic

chosen for the interviews, the attitude of the interviewers,
and that the witches who were interviewed did not have that
concern.

These two Witches, as scholars interested in their

own and other religions,
other religions.

have studied Satanism along with

Having more familiarity than most, they do

not have the usual negative associations to the term.

Neither
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of them like that religion, but on different grounds than the
incorrect assumption that it is the worship of the Christian
devil and evil (LeVay 1969:15).
Despite having an ambiguous role and social obligations
in the Neo-Pagan community, the author's sponsorship of the
interviews was a positive influence.

The Witches were willing

to be interviewed because of personal relationships, a desire
to share their beliefs, and because of the author's reputation
of being

"Pagan friendly".

The students and the Witches

trusted the author not to involve them in anything potentially
harmful.
In American society one of the taboo subjects to be
avoided in conversation is religion.

The very nature of the

topic made this a topic of the interviews, but in this case
the interviewees were willing to be talk about their beliefs.
Though Witches do not proselytize, the interviewers probably
learned more about Wicca than they intended.

The witches were

candid and the students were candid in return.

witches as a

group are not concerned if others approve of the Craft, but
that they are willing to listen without prejudgment.
Witches have their

own taboo areas when speaking to

outsiders about their religion and community.

Being aware of

the negative stereotypes about themselves, and the fact that
some of their activities are unusual, they tend to be circumspect, protecting the identify of other people who are in the
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Craft and details about a tradition's rituals.

All three

interviews avoided sUbjects that are controversial, or that
would require long explanations.

For instance, the Neo-Pagan

belief that sin does not exist could be both controversial and
require a long explanation.

Controversial topics may have

been left out because of the topic of the interview did not
raise any such issues.
3.

Analysis Methodology.
The success or failure of communication is determined by

behavior that results from the communication.

Is the examina-

tion passed, is an action taken that resulted in the desired
result, is the information gathered in an interview reported
with the intended meaning.

For practical purposes interpreta-

tion does not need to be exact, only close enough to result in
a desired or predicted behavior.
The following two essays were written by the interviewers
based

on

Witches.

what

they

gathered

at

the

interviews

with

the

The interviewees judged these essays as factual

accounts of what they expressed about the Athame.

There were

some errors in detail, some misconceptions, and neither are
comprehensive, but in the main, the Witches agree that each is
correct, based on what the interviewers were told.

At this

point the reader may choose to read the appendix section on
the Athame (page 90) to compare to the analyzed essays.
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What is being examined are the features that create a
fictional narrative which also occur in these factual essays.
There were several

alternative choices

for

unit of study

(sentences, paragraph, essay) and basis of evaluation (contextual, componential, comparative, thematic).

Each method is

valid and can demonstrate the presence or absence of what was
being observed for.

For brevity, clarity and to emphasize

that the principles are syncretic, not discrete, the unit of
study is the complete essay, with analysis of a single theme
of each of the following two essays.

The theme of each essay

was elicited from the students (Brown 1983:125-6).
As noted in section II there are several mechanisms,
principles and processes that account for the creation of a
credible fictional narrative.

These are not discrete items

but actually blend into and support each other.

For reporting

the test of the hypothesis they are described as discrete.
The following were observed to see if they occurred in the
creation of a factual narrative on the Neo-Pagan Athame:
(1)
Sharpening: Emphasis and increase of details
in support of the narrative theme.
(2)
Leveling: De-emphasis and omitting information that conflicts with or does not support the narrative
theme.
(3)
Assimilation:
Fitting information to an
existing organizational scheme for interpretation of meaning,
with adjustments to this scheme.
(4)
Closure: Maintaining internal consistency and
completeness of the narrative by completing fragments into
wholes, assuming a fragment is a whole, and by assigning
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meaning that is either not intended or non-existent.
(5)
Compounding: Linking two or more items and/ or
events into a single whole, when in fact they are separate.
(6)
Elaboration: Applying information from other
sources, or deducing what should be from the stated information.
(7)
Zipf's law:
The principle of least effort,
where items will become abbreviated and that the least amount
of effort needed to complete a task is applied.
4.

Essay One.
Carrie's essay was completed on November 20, 1991.

She

interviewed Tom in the morning of August 10, 1991 at his home,
and Ellen in the evening of August 16, 1991 at the home of the
author.

Both of these interviews were videotaped, and the

recordings were reviewed to compare to this essay.
In August and September of 1991 I conducted two separate
interviews with Tom Johnson and Ellen Perlman. The purpose of
these interviews was to facilitate a research project for Bob
Blew and, on a personal level, to satisfy my intellectual
curiosity about Neo-Paganism.
The focal point of these interviews was to be centered
around the use and meaning of ritual knives, however, a far
broader range of topics was discussed. Although I found all
of the topics interesting, I shall restrict the scope of this
paper to ritual knives as discussed in the interviews by
Johnson and Perlman.
Ritual knives, termed athames, are utilized solely for
ritual purposes; that is, they are never used for utilitarian
tasks such as chopping food. The blade size varies with each
individual knife but often times the handle of the knife is
black. An athame is imbued with the owner's personal energy
or power (mana) and therefore is normally not to be touched by
anyone else. The reasoning behind this "no touch" policy, as
I understand it, is that the touch of another could add
dimensions of energy or power that are not intended by the
owner.
From the conversations with Johnson and Perlman it
appears that the athame has more than one function.
The
athame is often utilized to mark the parameters of sacred
space at the beginning and conclusion of various pagan
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gatherings and rituals. On a more personal level, the athame
is used by individuals in their own private rituals.
The
exact nature of the use of an athame in private rituals was
not made clear in the interviews; or if it was, my memory
fails me.
Analysis of the above essay is as follows:
Theme:

The Athame, though knife like in appearance, is

not a knife but a ritual tool.
Sharpening:

This theme is given greater emphasis with

the "no touch policy" in the above essay.

Things that are

fragile, personal, sacred, sterile, valuable or potentially
dangerous are not to be touched.
because it is a sharp object.

A knife is handled carefully
An Athame is restricted from

handling because it is sacred, personal,
fragile elements.

dangerous and has

This idea is further supported with the

concept that the Athame absorbs personal energy from physical
contact.

Contact can pollute or dissipate the energy of an

Athame, "add dimensions of energy ••. not intended ••• ".

The

sacred nature of the Athame was supported by it being used for
marking the parameters of a sacred space at both the beginning
and end of a ritual.

Carrie's emphasis on not touching an

Athame stems from when she almost touched an Athame during the
second interview, something she had learned not to do from the
first interview but had not fully assimilated.

A common cour-

tesy in Neo-Pagan settings is to not touch any object without
expressed permission.
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Leveling:

At both of the interviews Carrie conducted,

emphasis was made that the Athame is not a knife and is not
used for cutting.

However,

at both

interviews there was

specific mention of the Athame being used for cutting.

Tom

mentioned that in some traditions the Athame could be used for
cutting or etching, though most had another tool, the Boline
(Bo-Lyn, also spelled Bolline and Bolin), for that purpose.
He also mentioned that he was aware of some Pagans who used
their pocket knife as their Athame.

After the videotaping of

the second interview, Ellen specifically stated to Carrie that
she had left out "kitchen magic" (simos 1979:61-2), which is
a belief that the Athame can be used for non-sacred tasks,
thereby making the task sacred, because it would have caused
confusion and involved a

long explanation.

Ellen further

mentioned that her first Athame was a favorite kitchen knife.
On neither occasion did Carrie pursue the topic/contradiction.
In speaking with Carrie about missing this point she stated
that she did not recall any information that indicated Athames
can be used for secular cutting.

Interestingly she wrote

" ... never used for utilitarian tasks such as chopping food".
The only reference to chopping food from the interviews was
kitchen magic.
Assimilation:

Evidently Carrie has an internal model

that what is done in pUblic is different from what is done in
private.

In fact the use of the Athame in both private and
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public rituals is the same, though some Pagans have more than
one Athame, taking a less "charged" Athame to pUblic rituals
and reserving their "best" Athame for more powerful Coven or
individual workings.

She did not understand that the format

of a public group ritual is like a private individual one.
Her internal division that the private/ individual is different
from group/public, caused her to believe that "my memory fails
me", when she attempted to apply her mental scheme to information that did not fit that model.

Possibly with elaboration,

generalizing the pUblic to the private, she would have made
the correct assumption that private and public ritual are
similar in format.
Closure:

A safe assumption when in a Neo-Pagan setting

is that knife like artifacts are Athames, especially if they
have a black handle.
The

Boline,

the

However, this is not always the case.

"white handled knife"

which

is

used

for

magical cutting, is not an Athame, nor are ritual swords, and
some Pagans wear a knife as part of ritual garb,
knife is not their Athame.

but that

In addition non-knife objects are

used as the Athame such as scissors, crystals, letter openers
and the empty hand.

What determines if an obj ect is an Athame

is its function, not appearance.
Compounding:

As Carrie's essay was based on two separate

interviews there was de facto compounding, but because there
were no errors based on linking facts from the interviews, it
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is not possible to clearly identify compounds between the
interviews.

However, the statement that " ... the athame is

often utilized to mark the parameters of sacred space at the
beginning and conclusion ... " is a compound between what was
stated at the interviews and what should logically be.

An

alternative Neo-Pagan term for ritual is Circle, a space that
is sYmbolically separated from the mundane world
1960:5).

(Huisinga

This creation of the ritual space is often done with

an Athame, and in some traditions the Athame can be, but not
always, used to rejoin the Circle to the world, by "erasing"
or "gathering back" the perimeter,
Circle.

or cutting/breaking the

Carrie's statement is correct, but not based on any

statement from the interviews.

It was explicitly stated at

both interviews that the Athame is used to "Cast the Circle"
and at the end of the

ritual

the Circle

is opened.

It

logically follows that the Athame is used to open a circle,
but this was never stated.
Elaboration:

The word "mana" was not used at any of the

interviews, but does express the Neo-Pagan concept of magical
energy which connects everything.

It accurately conveys the

concept without getting into the details of exactly what is
meant by the ambiguous terms of magic, energy and power (Simos
1988:51).

Mana is a technical term in anthropology (SeYmour

1986: 177), borrowed from Polynesian and Melanesian ethnographies,

and like the word taboo entered English to express a
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concept for which a term did not exist.
Zipf's law:

The principle of least effort is not clearly

demonstrated in the essay.
course of the essay.
interview with Tom.

No phrases were shortened in the

There was one example from Carrie's
During the course of the interview the

word "liminal" was frequently used,
differently.

but both used the word

Carrie used the anthropological definition of

"transition between social stages" (Turner 1969:95-108), where
the sYmbols of the earlier stage are removed and the sYmbols
of the next stage have not been given yet.

Tom used the Neo-

Pagan "betwixt and between the worlds", the state of trans formation and magic (Simos 1979:55-7).

Eventually liminal was

used in a sentence where the anthropological definition would
not operate, and Carrie realized she did not understand and
asked Tom what he meant by liminal.

Interestingly both are

familiar with the term from Victor Turner's (1967) work, but
have different interpretations.
5.

Essay Number Two.
David Matsuda's essay was completed on October 30, 1991.

He interviewed Tom Johnson at his home on September 21, 1991,
with a second Neo-Pagan, Loki, adding comments.
view was not recorded,

This inter-

subsequently the analysis is not as

reliable as the previous essay.
THE USE OF THE BLADE IN NEOPAGANISM
The findings presented here are the result of an interview with two participants in the socioreligious Neopaganism
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movement.
My exposure to Neopaganism is extremely limited.
However, I would hazard to guess that individuals and groups
interpret and express their commitment in vastly different
ways.
My meeting was with two males who practiced a form of
Neopaganism based largely on ancient Celtic religion. Whether
or not their worship actually does draw its tempo and mode
from this ancient cult is not within the scope of my investigation.
The blade in Neopaganism is used as an object of empowerment by the faithful.
It is apparently a channeling object
which mediates the flow of energy between its' owner and a
perceived connection with the animated aspects of the universe.
Though it is a personalized channeling object, the
blade transmits as essence which is not sex specific.
To
clarify, each blade carries the distinctive energy signature
of its owner.
But, the particular identifying energy is
neither male or female specific.
I did not witness the blade in use. I was told, however,
that the blade is just one of the implements in a ceremonial
altar complex.
Separately, these implements represent
different aspects of the lifeway associated with Neopaganism.
Taken together, these implements at once limit and make
limitlessness the individual's expression of his beliefs.
Ceremonial objects establish a relationship between the
individual and the sphere of Neopaganism writ large.
Each person wi thin Neopaganism takes a nom de plume,
different from his birth name. This is indicative of a kind
of regeneration process in which the participant is spiritual
reborn within Neopaganism.
As each person matures in his
faith and application of beliefs, he acquires more channeling
objects which enhance his energy further.
Last, the blade is not a weapon to be used against
another person in a physical fashion.
The owner may be
protected from physical and spiritual malevolence by requesting assistance from this blade.
For instance, if a person
senses danger he may invoke patrons to act through his blade
to alter the energy of any aggressors.
Analysis of the above essay is as follows:
Theme:

Blades in Neo-Paganism are a religious sYmbol and

means to direct supernatural energy.
Sharpening:

Religious symbolism was sharpened with an

emphasis on "nom de plume".

The concept was given emphasis

with the amount of space devoted to it, and with the use of a
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foreign phrase, which was underlined probably because of the
grammatical

convention

of

underlining

foreign

phrases.

magical or Craft names that are different from the birth name,
was a minor point during the interview.

Both the interview-

ees, Tom and Loki have Craft names, but they both stated that
it was not a common practice and definitely not a requirement
in Neo-Paganism.

At the interview the purposes given for

using a different name was to protect one's identity when
first exploring Neo-Paganism, as being like a stage or nickname in the Neo-Pagan community, and that in some cultures a
person's real name is a secret because it gives magical power
over one.

A partially correct inference from this is that by

calling a knife an Athame,

a knife changes into something

else, making Athame a sub-class of knife.

From observation of

the use of the Athame in the Neo-Pagan setting, the relation
between knife and Athame is that a knife is the most common
form, or way of expressing Athame, making knife a sub class of
Athame.

In some cases the Neo-Pagan use of names is similar

to role playing.

It is easier to playa particular character,

or to invoke a desired mental state, if there are cues that
the individual associates with a particular way of acting or
state of mind (Lewis 1985:72-8).

with repeated practice the

associ-ation becomes easier and the desired result achieved
quicker.
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Leveling:

David and Tom came up with several analogies

for the Athame not being a knife:

Children's cartoons that

have magical swords, comparing money and credit cards to the
idea of magical energy, comparing touching an Athame without
permission as being like touching in an erotic manner without
permission, and comparison to the Purbah of Tibetan Buddhism
(a triangular bladed "dagger"), which is used in some of the
same ways as the Athame,

and things that appear to be one

thing that are actually something else.

These do not support

the theme of the essay that the Athame is a specialized type
of blade, but would be support that the Athame is not a knife
at all.

In this essay the Athame is still viewed as knife and

potential weapon, albeit a spiritual/magical one rather than
a physical one.

"Last, the blade is not a weapon to be used

against another person in a physical fashion •.• (but is used)
to alter the energy of an aggressor".

If the Athame is a

weapon, inclusion of the analogies would have confused this.
During the interview David specifically asked Tom if he had an
Athame with him and was attacked would he use it.

Tom said

"no", because he has no skill and because it would not occur
to him that the Athame could be a weapon.

In spite of this

David still equated Athame to something that could be used on
an aggressor.
Assimilation:

The terms "cult, the faithful, channeling

and spiritually reborn," were not used at the interview, but
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are terms associated with religion or spiritualism in general.
This indicates that David was assimilating Neo-Paganism to
what he was already familiar with as models.

Neo-Pagans tend

to call their belief system a "spiritual path", religion being
highly structured organizations that are another spiritual
path.

Cult cannot be properly applied to the Craft with its

lack of centralized leadership,

loose control of members,

fostering of individual expressions, its fragmented anarchy,
and dogma

of

no dogma

(Bonewits

American usage cult usually is a
1989: 11).

1989:214-7).

In current

pejorative term

(Carlson

The faithful is a term for religious practitioners,

but does not apply to Neo-Pagans who tend to be irreverent and
humorous about their beliefs.

Moreover, it is possible to be

atheist and Neo-Pagan, which is.outside the popular concept of
who would be in a religion.

channeling was apparently a Neo-

Pagan term that is now not commonly used in Wicca because it
is used by New Age belief systems (simos 1988:163).
ally reborn"

"Spiritu-

equates becoming Neo-Pagan with the baptism,

"born again" or "reborn in Jesus" of some Christian sects.
Closure:

The essay states "as each person matures ••

~

acquires more channeling objects which enhance his energy
further", implying the more objects the more power.
case the fragment leads to a false conclusion.

In this

Objects are a

means for storing, focusing and directing energy, and witches
do tend to gather many objects for symbolic value; however,
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power accumulates in people as they repeat actions and acquire
knowledge.

Objects are simply a tool to help release, connect

with, store and project personal power.

SYmbolic objects are

props to aid in association to particular mental states, but
in themselves have no innate power.

A fully competent witch

does not require any tool or ritual.
Compounding: . "For instance, if a person senses danger he
may invoke patrons to act through his blade to alter the
energy of any aggressors."

This was a compounding of The

Guardians, the entities from the four to seven directions that
are called during a ritual,
energy weapon.

and the Athame as a spiritual/

An Athame is

a

conduit and focus

individual's personal power/force/energy/magic.
request anything from an Athame,

for an

One cannot

it is a tool and aid that

with repeated use acquires an energy signature, but it has no
personality and is useless without the witch.

The Guardians

of the quarters are called to protect a Circle and witness the
rites by pointing the Athame(s) in each cardinal direction and
invoking that entity.

A Guardian is independent of an Athame,

not coming through the Athame, but come as if the Athame was
a signal light.

An Athame might be used to control a spirit

by being a means to focus a witch's will, like a magnifying
glass focuses light, or as a way for a Witch to signal to the
Guardian the desire of the Witch,
Guardian is not from the Athame.

but in either case the
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Elaboration:

While explaining the usual actions that

occur during a ritual, Tom was at the part where the High
Priestess casts the Circle with an Athame, when David asked
about women roles in Neo-Paganism.

This led to a brief dis-

cussion of the role of women in Neo-Paganism,

male/female

polarity, that the Athame is used by both men and women, and
that it is the High Priestess who is in charge of a ritual.
It was at first thought that from the vague clue of the High
Priestess that David realized that women hold a relatively
high status in Neo-Paganism.

It turned out that David is

interested in the role of women in any social group, rather
than his having had an intuitive leap.
particular

identifying

energy

is

This resulted in "the

neither

male

or

female

specific", which is an elaboration from this discussion and
happens to be incorrect.
"male" magical tool.

The Athame is considered to be a

This phallic association is sometimes

made explicit at Neo-Pagan rituals, as the following example
from a ritual held on September 22, 1991,

in the south San

Francisco Bay area.
High Priest:

"As the Athame is to the phallus", dipping
Athame into Chalice, charging the wine.

High Priestess: Holding Chalice, "as the Vulva
Chalice", containing the charge.
Both:

In unison,
born" .
Zipf's law:

"From their

is

to

the

union worlds

are

No clear examples of the principle of least

effort are noted in David's essay.

He did use the term socio-
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religious, a shortening of Sociological/Social and religious
(movement),

but there was no shortening of terms over the

course of the essay.

The presence of Zipf's law in indicated

by the errors made.

David did not make any effort to verify

his understanding,

assuming his understanding was correct.

Likewise Tom did not make the effort to verify that David
understood,

assuming

that

his

open

attitude

and

lack

of

questions signified comprehension.
During the interviews, Tom felt that it had been easier
to get concepts across to David than carrie, because Carrie
was familiar with some of the vocabulary from a New Age/Occult
perspective,

and that knowledge interfered with her under-

standing the concepts.

The notes taken of the interviews

indicate

verbal

that

both

the

and non-verbal

interaction

between Carrie and Tom was far greater than between David and
Tom.

This may be a result of gender, personality, interview

style, the time of day of the interviews and/or that one was
recorded.

Tom concedes that since David was more passive and

responded less that he assumed that David understood more,
while

Carrie

confused.

having

more

questions

and

comparisons

was

In reading the essays both Tom and Ellen felt that

David's essay while factual was less accurate than Carrie's.
This may be because Carrie had more information from prior
knowledge, from having interviewed both, and from having taken
more time between the interviews and her essay.

Tom stated
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that in reading David's essays some of the points made did not
make sense to him, or that he wondered where David had gotten
a particular idea from what was said.

He made that comment

after the author pointed out discrepancies of what was said at
the interview and what was written in the essay.
6.

Eyewitness reliability.
An opportunity to test eyewitness reliability arose from

carrie's interview with Ellen.
almost touched Ellen's Athame.

As stated above Carrie had
When reviewing the videotape

recording and the notes made of that interview it was observed
that what occurred differed from the author's recollection of
the event.

Assuming that the participants would also recall

the incident differently from what actually transpired,

or

that their memory could be manipulated, the following paragraph

was

included

in

the

draft

of

this

paper

that

was

circulated among the participants:
Sharpening: This essay emphasized the "no touch policy"
of the Athame. This probably stemmed from the second interview when the interviewee was showing her Athame and Carrie
had reached out to touch it to get a better look. The witch
responded both verbally with a sharp "No", and physically by
jerking the Athame back with her left hand that was holding
it, and warding her away with a sweeping motion of the right
arm. Both parties apologized to the other. The interviewer
for attempting to touch it when she knew from her previous
interview about not 3 touching an Athame (indicating that not
touching a Magickal tool was not fully assimilated at that
point).
The interviewee apologized because the way she had
shown it could have been taken as an offer to examine it
closely.

3 This is an alternative spelling for magical.
56, Zipf's Law, and page 87.

See page
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When Carrie and Ellen were

interviewed regarding the

circulated draft neither commented on the description of the
incident as being correct or incorrect.
if the incident was described accurately.

Both were then asked
Carrie said yes it

was, while Ellen felt it was stated more strongly than what
had actually happened.

After reminding them of the section on

eyewitness accuracy stated earlier in the draft of the paper
(this section was deleted from the final version) they were
both told what the videotape recorded.
Ellen was seated to Carrie's right.

To show Carrie her

Athame Ellen retrieved her Athame from the bag she brought
with her, unwrapped it from the silk scarf she kept it wrapped
in, and then displayed her Athame to Carrie by holding it on
the palm of

he~

left hand.

Carrie leant forward and slowly

reached out to touch it with her right hand.

Saying "No, no,

must not touch" in the same tone and volume of voice as she
used through out the interview.

Ellen dropped her left hand

straight down about two centimeters with each word at the same
pace as the words were stated, for a total of five drops and
ten centimeters.

Concurrently Ellen lifted her right hand,

index finger extended in the admonishing gesture.

Carrie

stopped her reaching motion with the second "no", and jerked
her body and hand away before Ellen began "must not touch".
The apologies described were after the formal end of the
interview (that is when the recording was finished), and are
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based on notes and the author's recollection,
verified from review of a recording.

and are not

Ellen did not state that

the way she showed her Athame may have been construed as an
offer to hold it.

The actual statement was,

"don't worry,

that is a common mistake even among Pagans".
Carrie felt she had agreed with the description because
of the strong emotion of embarrassment she had felt with the
near faux pas.
was

a

minor

Ellen stated she had not disagreed because it
point,

and

reaction as being strong.

that

someone might

interpret her

Ellen stated that if Carrie had

touched her Athame she would not have felt offended, would not
have been angry, and would not have felt it necessary to do
any actions with the Athame to restore it to a magical condition.

She went on to point out. that if someone familiar with

Neo-Paganism had touched it, the touch would not be considered
an innocent accident.

In that case she would be offended,

angry and the Athame would have to be "cleansed".
Eyewitness

unreliability

is

a

demonstration

of

the

dynamic syncretic interaction of narrative formation.

As

consensus is reached on a narrative all the participants are
experiencing the same principles as outlined for the written
essays, coming to an agreement about what did happen.
Theme:

Carrie emphasized the "no touch policy" because

she nearly touched an Athame.
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Sharpening:
brief

incident,

with Carrie's sharpened memory of the very
it was possible to sharpen it further

by

providing a credible detailed description of the incident.
Though the description was false, it was possible and included
facts that did occur, such as Ellen saying "no".
Leveling:

Information that would have indicated that the

incident was minor from Ellen's perspective was left out.

For

instance if there had been more discussion on the perspective
of an atheist practicing Paganism, especially in regards to
the meaning and uses of symbols/rituals, then the description
of the incident would have been an anomaly, forcing further
questioning and explanation.
Assimilation:

The model being built is that Athames are

magical tools, which are not to be touched by anyone but the
owner, and to do so will cause a strong negative reaction.
Closure:

Carrie's recall of the incident was fragmented.

with her strong reaction she was focused on her emotions and
momentarily

inattentive

to

other

information.

After

the

interview carrie apologized for nearly touching the Athame,
but as she was tired and thinking about new information she
only noted part of what Ellen said about the incident.

These

fragments allowed for the possibility of closure, compounds
and elaborations.

When the draft was being reviewed, Carrie

was asked what she had done when Ellen said "no".

She. stated

that she "froze" and then felt very embarrassed.

She closed
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this fragment into a whole by confirming that was her only
action, though asked twice if she had done anything else.

The

videotape recorded a number of actions immediately after the
incident; her jerking away, shaking her head, sharp in take of
breath, touching her mouth, but there was no period on nonmovement.
Compounding:

There were two facts that did happen, Ellen

said no and Carrie jerked away.

These were compounded into,

"The witch responded both verbally with a sharp "No",
physically by jerking the Athame back ... ".

and

Carrie accepted

this as being an accurate description by leveling out that she
was the one who jerked away,

and sharpening Ellen's small

movements with projection of her own action and feelings.
Elaboration:

The description of the incident in the

draft paragraph is a
occur.

fabrication,

elaborating on what did

It is credible to elaborate that "no" was said in a

sharp manner,

especially by giving

capitalizing it.

it subtle strength by

A sharp "no" would logically be followed by

the physical actions described.

If the author had been aware

that from her perspective carrie felt she "froze", it would
have been possible to elaborate that as lasting for several
seconds.

That would have been credible to Carrie but would

not have been credible to Ellen, who presumably would have
been

more

motivated

to

dispute

the

description.

It

is

interesting to speculate what would have happened if Carrie
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and Ellen had been interviewed together about the draft.
Zipf's law:

Ellen was aware that the description of the

incident was not accurate, but as it was close enough to what
did happen she did not feel it was necessary to go through the
effort of contradicting the description until pressed to do so
during the review of the draft.

She did however feel that it

was important that the author not use an alternative spelling
of magic; "Magick", and she continued to give reasons for not
doing so after the author conceded the point.

Tom on the

other hand did not disagree with the use of "Magick" in his
review of the draft, assumably because that was not important
to him, or it is a valid spelling for him.

" .•.. It is the theory which
decides what we can observe."
-Albert Einstein
IV.
1.

CONCLUSION

Test Results.
This study was a test of the hypothesis that the same

process produces both fictional and factual narrative.

The

hypothesis was tested by review a of essays that were based on
informal interviews by anthropology graduate students of NeoPagan Witches on the topic of the meaning of blades in NeoPaganism.

Characteristics

that

were

identified

from

the

literature for fictional narrative were the same character istics observed in these factual essays.
The conclusion drawn from the results

indicates that

fictional and factual narrative have the same characteristics
and derive from the same process.

This conclusion is based on

a single test of two trials and is not to be considered as
conclusive validation.

It will take repeated demonstrations,

under a variety of circumstances,

with different types of

narrative to confirm or disprove and refine the hypothesis.
Initially the idea that the contrasting concepts of fact
and fiction exhibit the same features and result from the same
mechanisms seems paradoxical.

However, upon reflection, it is

recognized that both are the product of the same human brain,
based on perceptions collected with the same sensory apparatus, stemming from the same learning process, using the same
57
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frameworks for interpretation, expressed in the same language,
and occurring in the same social setting.

The same tools,

used in the same way, on the same material, can produce very
different products.
This does not demonstrate that ethnographic description
and rumor are the same.

One reason that an ethnographic-like

example was used as the test vehicle was because the results
can be interpreted as a negative comment.

If the data was

drawn from another field as it gathered and reported information, the result could be interpreted as "proof" that what is
considered to be an objective, rational process is based on
unfounded assumptions and yields invalid products.

By taking

what may be perceived as an accusing and condemning finger,
and pointing it at myself, at my own field, at my own area of
interest,

then presumably others will be receptive to the

possibility that the findings may apply to their own areas.
The findings do not imply that the objective and rational
are wrong, that all facts are distorted to the point of misinterpretation, that reality is a figment of the imagination.
What is implied is that because the imaginary and real are
produced by the same process, it can be difficult to determine
the difference.

Whenever possible care needs to be exercised

when making decisions based on meaning attributed to fact.
certain phrases are flags that creative and critical checking
is warranted:

"It's common sense, everyone knows this, it is
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obvious, we have always done it this way, it has been scientifically proven, eyewitness's report, there is no question,
the

only

evidence,

possible
they

conclusion,

should

have

reliable source confirms".

the

known,

preponderance
it's

not

of

the

possible,

a

The trick is to recognize meaning

is being attributed to and accepted as fact, that a representation is being mistaken for what is represented,

and not

considering the possibility of alternative meanings for the
same object or behavior.
Finally this is not a demonstration that there is no such
phenomena as reality.

This is a statement that there are two

types of reality, the one of the natural physical laws of the
universe,

and the several that are made by mankind.

paper dealt with this second type of reality,
meaning,

This

the realm of

the structure that perceives and interprets fact.

Reality of this type is a social process that is supported by
others' agreement to its construction (Gumperz 1982; Shibutani
1966: 170; Wardhaugh 1986: 284-94; Watzlawick 1976: 79-83,126,141
-2) •

The principles that have been identified for the creation
of rumor apparently apply to all communication, to how people
interpret their environment, and to how meaning is negotiated
(Gumperz 1982:5) between people.

It happens that it is easier

to discern these features when communication fails; hence they
were first identified with rumor, following the axiom that the
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best way to understand something is to study it when it is
malfunctioning (Gazzinga 85:27).
The difference between fact and fiction does not seem to
be validity but vocabulary.

A narrative is literally coded to

indicate whether it is to be considered true or not (Gumperz
1982: 84) .
material,

In a

factual narrative sharpening is pertinent

leveling

is

irrelevant

data,

assimilation

is

application of a model or method, closure is using background
information and previous knowledge,

compounding is logical

connections, and elaboration is deductive inference.
Zipf's law, the principle of least effort, was not demonstrated in this test.
effort,

There were no examples of decrease in

the shortening of terms.

A longer narrative,

or a

collection of successive drafts, may demonstrate the reduction
of a fully defined concept to a short phrase or single word.
In the essays Zipf's law was in effect from the beginning.
The author misinterpreted Zipf's law by assuming that effort
starts at a high level and then lowers to the minimal level
necessary to accomplish the task.
a

Apparently effort begins at

low level and builds to the minimum level sufficient to

complete the task.

Zipf's law is more of a mechanism like

projection, memory and perception.

As long as there is no

motivation to question or search further, no effort is made to
seek answers.
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2.

Application.
Does

this

have

any

consequences

and

implications

of

significance, or is this simply an interesting observation.
One implication is the recognition that reality is a social
construct, that homo sapiens literally create the world they
live in,

that they determine what their

lives mean.

The

application is that if people create it, then social reality
is under the control of people and can be changed by the same
constructive process.

It is not difficult to identify social

realities that are created by belief and behavior that could
use recreation.
If

true,

this

observation

gives

insights

behavior and why it is difficult to predict.

into

human

Psychological

tests have been devised, ethnographers have observed, sociologists have worked out frequencies, government agencies have
conducted background investigations,

and still no reliable

means has been devised to predict human behavior, to determine
accurately and consistently what a person will do and how they
will do it (Baron 1987:494-504; Ekman 1991; Gilovich 1991:55).
It seems that distortion (SLA) leads to a more accurate
perception for interpretation, than total empirical objectivity that provides every last bit of data.

Artists are aware of

the distortions they use to make a work of art seem accurate
life like and perfect.

with a few lines a complete picture is

suggested in the viewer's mind.

The same idea is needed for
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a clear narrative, the tools being words.

This differs from

deception which is SLA to create a false picture, manipulating
data to assure a selected behavior occurs.
question verbatim records.

This brings into

When removed from its context,

does a precise and true reproduction have the same meaning as
it did at that time and place?

Are requests "just the facts",

"just answer the question", and "tell exactly what happened",
as objective and valid as they appear?

Are there more ques-

tions that need to be answered besides who, what, when, where,
why and how?
The demonstration that fact and fiction have the same
source probably has a
basis.

biological,

and therefore survival,

Humankind's search for meaning is so ingrained that it

is automatic and unconscious.

This could well be a source for

motivation, learning, questioning, creativity and invention.
These all lead to the human ability to look at something and
see the potential for something else.

Culture, for good or

bad, is not possible except for this ability.

Culture might

have manifested, not just because of what the human species is
skilled at and can do right, but also because the species can
be wrong and self deluding.

No other animal seems to have

that ability as highly developed.
3.

Communication.
When one considers everything that can possibly interfere

with one person understanding another, the numerous potential
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causes of incorrect interpretation of the intent of a message
or action, it is amazing that people can communicate at all.
With a slight difference in meaning of a word, a subtle nonverbal cue, a strong emotional reaction, a moment of inattention,

an

unrecognized

completely changed
Yet despite this,

prejudice,

intended meaning

(Crabble 1982:19-22,

can

Cherry 1966:

be

279).

for the most part communication between

people is· successful, even if not one hundred percent accurate,

the interpretations and resulting behavior are close

enough to the intended meaning.

Misunderstandings, and their

consequences, are more the exception than the rule

(Cherry

1966:12) .
with the current technologies of communication and information, the impacts of actions, decisions and pOlicies are
greatly magnified.

It is increasingly critical to be familiar

with what causes communication success.

The implication of

this study is that it does not necessarily make a difference
if a information is transmitted or received accur-ately.

What

is important is that information is used to create meaning
that produces a desirable result.
distorts information.

The human brain, unlike the computer,

changes data during processing.
choice,

This may be why the mind

A computer does not have

what goes in determines what comes out.

with the

mind, what goes in is related to what is produced, but does
not determine the product.
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Only static, or closed, communication that does not allow
continual small adjustments to interpretation, results in miscommunication.

Unlike war, where both sides need to be right

before it can happen, mis-communication needs both sides to be
wrong for it to occur, if for no other reason than believing
the other understood, or not making the effort to correct an
error.

Apparently there is a human cognitive ability to take

an assemblage ot data and draw a correct conclusion, even if
not all the information is accurate, factual, presented well,
present or given in the correct context.

Inversely this same

cognition can perversely lead to incorrect construction and
conclusions,

with

despite precision,

the

persistence

perpetuated

by

mis-interpretation

strict accordance to fact and excellent

presentation (Gould 1981).
and

of

media

Mass hysteria have been created
sources

with

this

same

process

(Brunvand 1981; Cardozo 1968; Hicks 1991; Mitchell 1979:5).
By in large mis-communication is not the result of wrong
information or lack of information, but because of how data
was presented and perceived, applying an inappropriate scheme
of interpretation.
4.

Ethnography.
Ethnography is an interpretive science of description and

analysis.

The ethnographic process can yield both factual

insights or fictional bias.
fact,

As ethnography is accepted as

and that erroneous decisions with deleterious conse-
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quences can, and have been based on them, the ethnographer is
obligated to understand the process of interpretation,

and

what happens between themselves, their sources and the users
of the reports.

One of the origins of this paper was from an

implication of the original research.

The implication was

that as an ethnographer I was not gathering information and
reporting on an existing Neo-Pagan movement/religion/community, rather what was occurring was that I and the Neo-Pagans
were creating Neo-Paganism in our interaction.

While discuss-

ing this possibility with a Witch who had helped with previous
projects she laughed and said,

"I thought you already knew

that".
Ethnography is not an objective reporting of what exists,
rather it is an agreement between the ethnographer,
studied and the audience.
factual

and

not

fictional

those

To assure that the agreement is
there

needs

to

be

continuous

critical communication between the ethnographer, the sUbjects
of the study and the audience.

One way to accomplish this is

a team approach, having the people studied critically review
and comment on what is reported, with colleagues independently
researching and interpreting, comparing with their own areas
of interest, keeping in mind eyewitness fallibility and Zipf's
law.

Another way is to continually identify and question the

unstated and untested assumptions,

to have continual

back, in short to follow the scientific method.

feed
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One ideal of ethnography is holism, the presentation of
a whole culture.

In the case of urban cultures that have

large populations, wide geographic spread, high variation and
rapid change,

holism is not a realistic goal.

This paper

demonstrates that with a restricted concept, taking a "snapshot" of a limited scene, an understanding of a whole can be
gained.

In all the interviews the participants did not feel

there was understanding about the Athame once the information
on the Athame was covered.

The context of the Athame, Neo-

Paganism, needed to be explored to understand the Athame.

It

is possible to create an accurate whole from partial data, and
that study of one area does lead to other areas.
does not make a totally complete report,

While this

it is close enough

for the intended purposes of a study, and there is no evidence
that a more comprehensive study is more accurate.
A problem with ethnography within one's own culture is
not recognizing that familiar words may have different or
additional meaning.

The difference between what is under-

stood and the intended meaning only becomes apparent with
repeated exposure to the social context where the terms are
used.

The Neo-Pagan term High Priest/ess is an example of

this.

This term does not mean the head of Neo-Paganism, as is

often assumed,

but is a term for the leader of a specific

ritual or coven, and/or recognition of an individual's extensive study of the Craft.

A tenet of Neo-Paganism is "clergy
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of the laity", with the ideal that every witch is Priest/ess.
"High" is a means of discriminating those who have more experience and earned respect.

To avoid such assumptions is one

reason to circulate a final draft of a study, to paraphrase
what one understands back to the informant.
study indicates,

However as this

it cannot be assumed that an informant's

review and acceptance of a draft means that it is accurate.
They may be influenced to accept a description, or they may
not motivated to respond to minor errors.

An ethnographer who

involves the participants in the review of a report would be
advised to assure validity by inclusion of material that is
incorrect to determine the reliability of the review,

and to

actively have a discussion rather than be passively accepting.
One weakness of ethnographic description was noted during
this study.
neglected.

The ethnography of material culture has been
None of the essays described the range of appear-

ance, or the associated assemblage of artifacts.

Unless an

informant was available to point out an Athame,

or that a

social event could be observed where a knife-like item was
used for the functions described, it would not be possible to
identify an Athame.

The fields of archaeology and forensic

evidence, where the unit of study is material, would benefit
from ethnography on the material aspects of culture.
The features of narrative formation are also an excellent
model for organizing and collecting ethnographic observations
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from the whole range of human activity, from the individual
through societies:
Sharpening - What is attended to, considered important,
given emphasis, preserved and how.
Leveling - What is not noted, unimportant, down played,
discarded and how.
Assimilation - The world view, context, theme, mental
scheme that information is organized into and interpreted by.
Closure - What associations are fragments
indicating related and supporting topics.

linked to,

Compound - What information is viewed as being related
and linked as a whole or related categories.
Elaboration - The concepts of what should be, logically
follows, or is assumed to belong to a set or assemblage.
This model is furthermore a means to evaluate the objectivity of data collected and the conclusions drawn, similar to
the standard scientific methodology of critically assessing
skews and procedural problems of a test.
Sharpening - What was reported and artificially inflated.
Leveling - What was not reported that would change interpretation, or indicate weakness in research design and other
areas of inquiry.
Assimilation - What untested assumptions or paradigms
determine a conclusion before the evidence is interpreted.
Did the data determine the model or did the model determine
the data.
Closure - What was considered evidence that would be
evidence for other interpretations.
What was supporting
evidence that may not be related.
Compound - What facts were assumed to be linked.
Elaboration - What unverified facts
from the verified facts.

logically stemmed
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This paper demonstrates that ethnography and the method
of participant/observation are still valid means for hypothesis formulation and testing.

In the process of observing an

interaction between social group a question about the nature
of communication was raised.

That same question was then

tested with the same process of participant/observation.
5.

Neo-Paganism.
As a vehicle for ethnographic study, to gain insight into

the larger American culture, Neo-Paganism is ideal.

It is a

slice through that larger society, with representatives from
every aspect of that society.

At the same time it is a narrow

cross section of that society, small enough to be a manageable
whole.

It is a part of, a product, a reflection and counter-

point to its culture (Simos 1988:92-3).
In addition Neo-Paganism is different in some ways from
the

norms

of

the

umbrella

society.

wi th

differences

in

interpretation of fact and attribution of meaning, Witchcraft
challenges and contradicts basic assumptions of the popular
culture.

When unlike world views come

into contact,

the

unconscious assumptions of both are revealed, questions arise
that were not considered before, facts are noticed that were
previously ignored.

In addition, it is recognized that the

appearance of witchcraft indicates social strains (Boyer 1974;
Cardozo 1968; Hansen 1969; Hicks 1991; Starkey 1949; Wilson
1951) •
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From some perspectives magico-religious belief systems
appear irrational, based on false premises, apriori conclusions, ad hominem argument, circular reasoning, ignoring facts
and skewing evidence.

It is difficult to square this with the

fact that people with magico-religious beliefs outside that
topic can be rational, intelligent, insightful, trustworthy,
objective, discerning, ethical and knowledgeable.
of fact and

fic~ion

on this paradox.
ideas,

The model

deriving from the same source sheds light

People that hold what seem to be irrational

are not irrational just because their conclusion is

different or contradictory to another way of interpreting the
"facts".
Neo-Paganism itself may be attractive to some people
because it allows for,
than one answer.

in fact insists on, there being more

Modern urban peoples are faced with constant

contradictions, rapid change, unpredictable future, incompatibility of logic and emotion,
feelings of alienation,

more questions than answers,

and conditions of uncertainty.

short what is fact and what is fiction
modern world.

In

is blurred in the

The flexible world view of Wicca offers one way

to come to terms with the paradoxes of reality, to dealing
with the unknown,

to be accepted and appreciated despite

differences, to come to terms with spiritual needs opposed by
intellectual understanding.

The crux of Neo-Pagan arguments

with monotheistic religions and sciences is the insistence
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that there is only one possible truth.

The philosophy of

witchcraft does not state that others are wrong.

Instead the

Neo-Pagan world view is that different belief systems do coexist,

are equally valid, and collectively make up what is

beyond human comprehension.

They simply have a different view

that they believe is a valid alternative for themselves.
The model that fact

or

fiction derive

from the same

source has practical application for Neo-Pagans in both the
external interaction with other aspects of society and internally with understanding the efficacy of their beliefs.
There have been confrontations between police (mainstream
culture)

and

Neo-Pagans

(alternative

cUlture).

In

these

incidents police have acted inappropriately, disrupting or not
protecting the free practice of· religion as guaranteed by the
constitution of the united states (Olson-Raymer 1990:43-4).
At the same time Neo-Pagans assume that llCOpSll are
cally against them (Guinee 1987:17).

automati-

From the point of view

of people practicing their religion, the actions of police are
unreasonable.

They are unable to empathize with people who

are confronting what they perceive as an ambiguous and

there~

fore potentially dangerous situation (Hicks 1991:115-7).

A

Circle can be interpreted as: people in costumes (concealing
what), in a setting associated with horror movies (why), and
people wearing or holding dangerous weapons.
sees a

weapon

When one party

(a dagger to be secured or confiscated for
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personal protection), and the other sees a sacred and personally charged Athame

(not

to

be violated by the touch of

others), there is a conflict.

To prevent such conflicts the

Craft can hide, or can continually have contact, allowing the
slow,

and potentially painful,

learning process that will

result in mutual tolerance, acceptance and understanding.
Though there are parallels between this hypothesis and
the Neo-Pagan concept of magic

(Simos 1988: 13-4),

it is a

misapplication to consider it as evidence for the objective
validity of any magico-religious belief beyond being a social
construct.

Magic tends to be resorted to under conditions of

uncertainty, which is similar to projection onto ambiguity,
and giving meaning to what does not have

innate meaning.

Evidence that magic does or does not work is the result of
SLA,

and the negotiated and cooperative consensual meaning

about a "mystical" experience (Luhrmann 1989:283-303; Wardhaugh 1986:281-6).

Being Neo-Pagan is in part assimilating a

model that allows magic as a natural process, spirituality and
reality to have multiple and contradictory faces,

and that

things do not have to be objectively real to be true and useful for an individual, "true falsehoods ll
5).

(Bonewits 1989:14-

This is why someone can be an atheistic computer engineer

and a Witch.

The two roles compliment each other, functioning

in different realms of social reality.
As a group Neo-Pagans are vulnerable to fitting negative
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frames of reference (Luhrman 1989:215-20,331-3).

This results

from meanings associated with some of their symbols (such as
the word witch), the ambiguous nature of practices that allow
unfavorable interpretations to be imposed, and because they
are not familiar.

In the process demonstrated in this paper,

Neo-Pagans can be given labels such as mental cases, fringe
types, cult, devil worshippers, child abusers and human sacrificers.

The historical record indicates the same accusations

have been leveled against witches of all cultures (Mayer 1954:
56), the Jews and Gypsies in Europe, the Crusaders by Muslims
during

the Middle

Ages,

minority

groups/religions

in

the

united states, and against Christians by the ancient Romans
(Carlson 1989:13-4; MacMullen 1981:2,40).

Persecuting the

witch/scapegoat apparently gives temporary relief from the
underlying stress, by allowing destruction of what has become
the symbol of the fear,
problem.

but does not solve the underlying

A witch hunt generally results in creating the very

condition that it was supposed to prevent.
If the Neo-Pagan movement continues to thrive

in the

United states it will probably become more familiar to popular
society~

This provides an opportunity to observe changes in

the meaning of the word witch.

will witch keep its mystery

and power, or become a neutral term, or acquire more meaning
than an evil woman?

The witch is a lonely figure, both the

rejected discard on the fringe of society, and the eccentric
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pioneer who rejected society for a frontier.

The witch is a

social figure weaved into the fabric of culture, filling roles
not formally recognized, occupying necessary social niches and
functions,
filled.

meeting needs that would otherwise remain unful-

In any case the figure of the witch is vulnerable to

being the scapegoat of fear, hate and prejudice.
6.

Close.
There were some weaknesses in the observation design of

this study that can be corrected in future tests.

The situa-

tion used for observation was contrived and not a "natural"
event.

The sample is extremely small.

The tested hypothesis

was vague and refined during the course of the study.

Like-

wise, the testing methodology was developed during the course
of the study.

The test was more complicated than need be and

can be simplified further.
open to debate as being fact.

The data of the test is itself
There needs to be a test using

an uncontested fact such as color, or a polarized controversy,
where both sides disagree on the meaning of the evidence and
facts.
One obvious principle that is stated in the literature,
but that was not observed for in the test is the context for
interpretation.

In both David's and Carrie's essays the first

paragraphs stated a context for interpretation.

These clearly

stated the purpose, source, limits, sUbject, reliability and
that what followed was fact.

Future tests will need to verify
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that there are cues indicate if a narrative is to be considered fact or fiction.
The hypothesis can be further tested in commonly experienced settings, without the need for elaborate experimental
conditions.

Whenever people communicate and behavior results

from the communication, there is a situation where the hypothesis can be tested in.

Consistent demonstration of the

model will eventually lead to refinements that will indicate
what is the difference between fact and fiction.

The current

finding can be generalized and applied to any communication
event and setting, everything from advertising to the zodiac.
More importantly the model needs to be tested in a situation
where there is feedback, reevaluation, debate, such as occurs
when scientific methodology is applied.
Another possible test of this hypothesis would be to take
a comprehensive series of ethnographic studies, done over a
period of time that allowed sufficient time to reflect, refine
and research further, to see if the same principles are again
duplicated.

Gini Scott's works on Neo-Paganism (1980; 1983;

1988) are such a case.

The works are relatively recent, and

she and the members of the described groups are available.
In summary this paper tested the hypothesis that fact and
fiction are products of the same conditions, mechanisms and
processes.

Using the test method of observation it was demon-

strated that the features of fictional narrative are duplicat-
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ed in two factual narratives.

This is not validation that the

same cognitive and social process underlies both fiction and
fact, but it does indicate that the assumption of a fundamental procedural difference between fact and fiction is invalid.
Instead

of

being

separate

discrete

categories,

fact

and

fiction are apparently different aspects of meaning that are
attributed to a selected range of data.
developing meaning,

people

In the process of

actively construct their world

rather than passively experience an external reality.

This

has implications regarding epistemology, education, communication, social change, and provides a model for organizing and
collecting ethnographic data and testing ethnographic analysis.

For we
And we
We are
We are
APPENDIX:

are
the
the
the

the stewards of the Mother Earth
ancient art sustain.
shield, we are the blade,
Witches come again.
-Leigh Ann Hussey (1988)

NEO-PAGANISM AND THE ATHAME

This section reviews the social group and topic that was
the vehicle for the study.

It is for background information

only and should not be construed as an exhaustive and definitive ethnography of the topics.

The purpose was to test a

hypothesis, and is not to be a descriptive ethnography of NeoPaganism and the Athame.

Much of the following information

was covered during the interviews conducted by the students as
they gathered information on the meaning of blades in NeoPaganism.
1.

Neo-Paganism.
Neo-Paganism is an umbrella term for

related magico-religious

systems

practiced by a

estimated at less than .001 percent,
population (Adler 86:107).

several

loosely

minority,

of the united states'

These religions are alternatives

to the major world religions,

and tend to be revivalistic,

eclectic, syncretistic and non-proselytizing (Adler 1986: 9-14;
Hawkins 1990:9,24; Olson-Raymer 1989:6).
The theology of Neo-Paganism is polytheistic, emphasizing
female deities; pantheistic, with reverence of nature; monistic, everything has an ultimate incomprehensible source; and
panentheistic, the many belief systems make up the whole
77
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(Adler 1986:24-38; Fox 1983:90; Simos 1988:4).
divinity has many forms.

For Neo-Pagans

For them spirit is in everything and

everything collectively forms spirit.

In the Craft world view

the divine and spiritual are incomprehensible and ineffable,
and that many valid ways exist to perceive and express the
divine/spiritual, with no one way being more correct than any
other.

The Neo-Pagan ideal is that it is preferable to go

through the personal growth of arriving at independent conclusions,

rather than to have unexamined beliefs by accepting

another's interpretation (Simos 1979:122).
On the secular side, Neo-Pagan ideals are in concert with
its theology.

These ideals are respect and tolerance for

diversity and differences, responsible use of technology and
the environment, self realization and expression, not forcing
one's values on others, many ways can achieve the same goal,
not to harm others, and being personally accountable for one's
own actions.

The core of Neo-Pagan ethics and ideals are

expressed in the Wiccan Rede:

"an it harm none, do what ye

will", the archaic-like language giving the rede the authority
of time (Bell 1974:iv; K 1990:242).
These
society.

ethical

ideals

reflect

the

ideals

As practiced in the United States,

of

American

Neo-Paganism

follows the democratic notions of "local level, grass root"
government, self sUfficiency, individualism, independence and
freedom.

As in the larger society, these ideals can vary from
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actual practice.

The fostering of these values, the lack of

a central controlling leadership, and the wide variety of NeoPaganism,

makes it difficult to identify anyone group or

individual as a "typical" example of Neo-Paganism.

Neo-Pagans

have informal guidelines, rather than the formal dogma and
monolithic bureaucratic organization, usually associated with
the practice of religion in Western society.
Neo-Paganism is fully based upon and derives from the
commonly shared history and experience of America.

It expres-

ses the same ideals and goals, albeit in different symbolism,
and is an alternative expression of both fears and hope of the
society.
in magic,

Neo-Pagan Witches despite different Gods and belief
are not so different that they are outside the

recognition and understanding of other Americans.

with Neo-

Paganism one is not speaking of a deviation from society, a
foreign import of something that does not belong.

It is one

of the variations of society.
The lack of formal structure is reflected in the fluid
meaning of Neo-Paganism.

For some Neo-Pagans, only specific

magico-religious groups are included, and old pagan religions
that do ,not have a European cultural origin, and systems that
are contrary to their principles and ethics are excluded.
Others recognize overlaps and interlocks with other religions
and secular groups.

Given its philosophy and diversity, this

lack of uniformity is expected.

Neo-Pagans themselves joke
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about this,

stating that if ten Neo-Pagans were asked what

Neo-Paganism is, there would be ten different answers.

with

the differences in practices, pantheons, symbols, cosmologies
used, ethnicity, sex and gender of members, it would seem each
has a different religion.

Yet common themes run throughout

which link them, allowing members to have common ground with
diverse groups.
The current popular terms of "occult group" or "New Age"
includes groups that are Neo-Pagan,
always synonyms for Neo-Paganism.

but the terms are not

"Goddess Worship, witch-

craft, Earth Religions, The Old Religion, The Craft, Druidism,
Paganism and Wicca" are names of specific religions within and
without Neo-Paganism, as well as synonyms for Neo-Paganism.
Most of these terms are neutral,

causing no more emotional

reaction than claiming to be a Bokononist

4

•

Other groups are

confused with Neo-Paganism such as Earth First (a political
activist conservation group), the society for Creative Anachronism

(a historical

reenactment group)

Church (another religion)

and the satanic

(Carlson 1989:18-9; Lewis- 1985:9;

Olson-Raymer 1990:6-10).
Neo-Pagans cover the full spectrum of American society.
They are from all ethnic groups, personality types, political
orientations, sexual persuasions, ages,

Bokononism
(Vonnegut 1963).

is

a

fictional

occupations, educa-

religion

from

a

novel
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tional levels, social class and geographic areas (Adler 1986:
352-3,84-7,404-10).

using the sample of the San Francisco Bay

area, the impression is that Neo-Pagans tend to be "white",
conservation/environment oriented, more likely to be tolerant
of, or have atypical, sexual orientations, tend to be politically liberal and feminist,

more likely to have employment

with computers or arts, tend to be college educated, frequent
readers,
This

middle class and not originally from California.

is also typical of the

Francisco Bay area
Pagan.

5

,

larger population of the San

the vast majority of whom are not Neo-

As this paper used Neo-Paganism of the San Francisco

Bay area,

this bias needs to be recognized if generalizing

about Neo-Paganism in other areas.

Neo-Paganism reflects the

character of its geographic and social setting, sharing common
themes but differing from area to area.

An Oklahoman Pagan

will have more in common with their rural neighbors than with
an urban New York Pagan.
Practitioners

believe

that

they

are

recreating

pre-

Christian, non-Biblical religions, especially those of Europe,
or creating alternatives to traditional "organized" religions.
They believe that in the past their belief system was labeled
as heathen, pagan, or works of the devil, and practitioners
were accused of being heretics, criminals and witches.
5

The

In American popular lore, California is the "land of
fruits and nuts". Californians, in turn, claim that the San
Francisco Bay area gives the whole state that reputation.
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Neo-Pagan adoption of the term "witch" is partly for historical reasons,

partly for the same reason that the American

colonial revolutionaries adopted the derogatory British term
"Yankee", and partly to force reassessment of ideas by use of
a negative word in a positive sense.
Becoming a witch and/or Pagan is described as a solitary
experience of recognizing what one already is, feeling alone
in a crowd, having a different experience than others, being
an

outsider.

This

differs

from

the

more

social,

group

associated conversion or rebirth experience of other religions.

If a Pagan comes into contact with others of like

beliefs they feel a kindred spirit, expressing that experience
in terms of "I'm home", "I did not know others also believed
what I

do",

an.d "I recognize this".

Unlike the past,

the

contemporary Neo-Pagan Witch is self proclaimed rather than
labeled a witch by others, and is the victim of society rather
than the malefactor against society (Adler 1986:14-23).
During the Inquisition or Witch Crazes - called by NeoPagans "The Burning Times"
pagans,

heretics,

(Simos 1988: 183-219)

herbalists,

infidels,

women,

-

witches,
midwives,

aborigines, Jews, Moors, Gnostics, Catholics, and Protestants
were tortured, killed or forcibly converted (Russell 1987: 41920).

Because of current instances of harassment (Adler 1986:

410-11; K 1990:205-6; Olson-Raymer 1990:44-5), modern practitioners of witchcraft are circumspect about their beliefs.

It
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is this perceived need for privacy and secrecy that makes NeoPaganism a closed community,

with a veil of semi-secrecy,

jargon and controlled access

(Gordon 1987: 164) .

By being

secretive Pagans in some cases foster a hostile environment,
sharpening incidents of bigotry as

legitimizing their own

importance, beliefs and prejudices.
During one documented instance, members of a Christian
church and Neo-Pagans gave completely divergent eyewitness
accounts of a Craft festival at a pUblic park.
the

same events,

instance,

but had different

All witnessed

interpretations.

For

what one group viewed as distributing religious

tracts that were burned, the other group viewed as cleaning up
litter that was thrown from a car (Guinee 1987:2, 4,18-9).

In

this case, the meeting of different perceptions resulted in
clashes, with mis-perceptions from interpreting actions from
their point of view, rather than learning the intended meaning.

The mixing of the different belief and behavior systems,

without attempting direct contact, produced misunderstandings
and fear

(Carlson 1990:192-3; Guinee 1987; Hicks 1991:96-9;

Olson-Raymer 1990:45).
Protection of others is an ethical point for Neo-Pagans.
Protection is not limited to only Pagans but to anyone from
negative consequences of being associated with the Craft.

If

a crime has been committed someone cannot ask the Neo-Pagan
community for help.

That would be dening personal responsi-
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bility and could cause them to be rejected by other Pagans.
Protection is viewed as limited, possibly no more than moral
support.

In the lore of the Burning Times, little could be

done to help people
witchcraft.

(both Pagan and non-Pagan)

accused of

To try to help could bring accusations against

themselves (Russell 1987: 419-20)6.

A Pagan tortured by the

Inquisition was obligated to protect others by not revealing
who they were.

Those who were free could help the person's

family and possibly provide a

means to suicide,

or to be

insensible to pain when burned at the stake and/or tortured.
These stories of personal sacrifice give Craft ethics a strong
emotional meaning (Bell 1974:101).
has extended to research.

This ethic of protection

Neo-Pagans have been known to mis-

lead researchers, having several tales of how questionnaires
were answered wrong and stories invented?

(Alder 1986: 128;

Lewis 1985:3,43).
It is speculated that one of the reasons for the Coven
organization of the Craft is because they are like underground
resistance cells, where members do not know members of other

6

A similar situation happened during the McCarthyism
Red Scare, where people who would vouch for others would find
themselves accused of being Communist.
7

The stories focus on researchers and news reporters
unethical practices of being covert, pUblishing names and
addresses without permission, and giving false or sen~ation
alist reports. This lore causes difficulty in gaining access
to the community for research and indicates valid concerns on
the consequences of being research sUbjects.
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groups and therefore could not reveal their identity.

Being

hidden in full view is a possible origin of the Athame (Bell
1974: 105) .

A knife is a common tool and weapon, and those

associations would be a camouflaging cover for its magical
sYmbolism.
As

other

religions

different traditions
dian,

Eclectic,

Reclaiming.

8

,

have

different

sects,

Wicca

has

such as, Alexandrian, Dianic, Discor-

Fairie,

Gardinarian,

Georgian,

NROOGD,

and

Neo-Pagan witches meet for events called festi-

vals, solstices, circles, moons, rituals, sabbaths and esbats,
in groups called Circles or Covens.

Some Witches,

called

Solitaires, do not belong to a group by personal preference,
fear of becoming pUblic, or because they are unable to find or
be accepted by a group.

In keeping with Craft theology, a

Witch can borrow ideas from and belong to several Neo-Pagan
groups as well as other religions, including Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism and Sufism, or they may be atheist.
Neo-Pagan rituals normally take place in pUblic buildings
or parks, or in private living rooms.
ritual is as follows.

The basic format of a

Prior to the event, participants will

meditate, bathe, prepare or buy food to share and/or dress in
special ritual garb.

Some make no special preparations.

As

8 Tradition is sometimes shortened to trad, especially
in combination with the names of specific traditions such as
"the Faire Trad" and "a Family Trad" (or Famtrad) (Adler 86:
70-80) .
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people gather at the ritual location there is time for socializing, allowing for last minute arrangements for the ritual,
setting up an alter, and renewing social bonds.

When the High

Priestess decides it is time to begin, the people gather into
a circle.

One or more of the officiants will move around the

group, often with an Athame, symbolically dividing the sacred
space from the world
The Guardians,
Earth,

Air,

(Huizinga 1960:8-14; Simos 1988:155).

represented by the Neo-Platonic Elements of

Fire and Water,

are called from each cardinal

direction to guard the Circle and witness the rite.

The God

and Goddess are invoked and then the purpose of the ritual is
carried out.

The purpose of a ritual can range from a magical

spell requesting rain, to guided visualization, to a ritual
play, or a practical discussion of legal aspects of practicing
Neo-Paganism.

This is followed by the ceremony of cakes and

wine, where food and drink are blessed and then shared with
all.

While the food and drink are being consumed people

socialize again.

At the end the Circle is opened,

often

followed by a pot-luck feast.
The word "witch" is fluid in meaning and has a
array of uses.

large

In anthropology, witch is a technical term for

a particular role in society; that is, one whom the culture
defines as having innate qualities of magic practiced with
evil intent (Seymour 1986:289), often times attributed to a
member of the group who is outside the norms of the group
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(Mayer 1954).

The manifestation of witchcraft in a society is

a reflection of social concerns (Mayer 1954; Russell 1987:420Witch is a negative stereotype in popular American cul-

21).

ture,

normally a solitary old woman who is "strange ll ,

manipulative antagonistic woman.

or a

witch can mean a victim or

scapegoat as in "witch hunts" like McCarthyism, which inspired
Arthur Miller's "The Crucible"
1968; Simos 1988:25).

(Bonewits 1989: 103;

Cardozo

Witch is also used for female members

of Satanic churches, adding to the confusion and ambiguity of
the term.
Magic is one of the most important and unifying concepts
of Neo-Paganism, and has a different meaning in Neo-Paganism
than in general American society.

For this reason it is some-

times spelled "Magick", or capitalized as a proper noun, to
differentiate it from stage magic.

Magic includes activities

that are not seen as magical by the general population.

Magic

is changing a person's self image, altering the meaning of
symbols (words being a symbol), transformation of the world,
and unapparent connections among all events and things (Adler
1986:11;

Bonewits

1989:5-9,104-5,30;

Lewis

1950:65-71; Scott 1983:8; Simos 1988:13-72).

1985:37;

Mauss

Most witches are

familiar with Arthur C. Clarke's9 third law, "Any sufficiently

advanced

technology

(Bernstein 1969:52).
9

is

indistinguishable

from

magic ll

Magic is akin to "positive thinking ll

A popular science and science fiction writer.
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(Schwartz 1965; 1983), or "reframing" a situation to give it
a different meaning (Watzlawick 1976:111) but in the vocabulary of. the Aurthurian Wizard Merlin (Alder 1986:7-9; Bonewits
1989;

K 1990).

As with other magics,

Neo-Pagan magic is

applied to conditions of uncertainty, where an individual has
little or no control of the outcome (Gmelch 1971).
To a Neo-Pagan magic is a daily natural phenomenon that
anyone can do (and is doing), rather than a rare supernatural
act or miracle, practiced by only a few adepts (Adler 1986:9).
What may be considered mundane or unimportant to a non-Pagan
may be magical to a Neo-Pagan.

For instance a promise cannot

be taken lightly in the case of a Neo-Pagan.

Witches take the

promises and agreements that they have made seriously.

This

obligation of a.promise is a combination of the American value
of "keeping one I sword",

the ethical code and emphasis on

individual responsibility of the Craft, and the belief that a
promise has a magical aspect not to be broken lightly (Bell
1974:2; Simos 1979:111).

Additionally the working of magic

carries ethical responsibilities and consequences.

There is

the "Threefold Law", the belief that what one sends returns
magnified, so one must not intend harm (K 1990:197), and that
even a well-intentioned magical spell that is in the best
interest and benefit of another is unethical without expressed
permission (K 1990:198-9).
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Generally, Americans do not believe in witches or magic,
and think they are for entertainment or are irrational superstitions.

Claiming to be a witch, to practice magic, "belief"

in more than one god (and female ones at that), would bring
into question intellectual credentials and mental stability.
These negative reactions are a reason to be secretive about
being Neo-Pagan.

This

secrecy

is

reinforced by personal

experience and by both Pagan and non-Pagan accounts of people
who have lost jobs, reputations, family and suffered vandalism
and harassment when their Paganism became public knowledge
(Alder 1986:128; Lewis 1985:3).
need to be true.

The association does not even

Proctor and Gamble corporation has had prob-

lems with its Moon and stars logo because of its "Occult"
symbolism (Brunvand 1984: 169-8-5; stevens 1989:1-2; UMI 1986:
308) .
Neo-Paganism is both a religion and a community (Simos
1988: 62,92-180) .

It is an unusual religion in that it does

not depend on belief, worship,

faith or adherence to dogma

(Adler 1986:20).

it is a spiritual path that

Nonetheless,

meets the needs of people who find their needs are not met in
the mainstream religions or secular systems.
nized as a

10

religion by government

10

,

Wicca is recog-

with the privileges,

For example the exempt status of the member Covens of
Covenant of the Goddess, under section 501(c) (3), as a section
170 (b) (1) (A) (vi) Organization, under the Internal Revenue
Code, Internal Revenue service, u.s. Department of Treasury.
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responsibilities and rights of other religions.
ity Neo-Paganism is a network

11

As a commun-

that potentially can meet an

individual's social, physical, emotional, family, information
and economic needs without having to go outside the community.
As other contemporary urban communities (Adler 1986:388-91),
technology makes it possible for Neo-Paganism to be discontinuous in time and space, interwoven with the other communities
and groups.

The movie and film industry of "Hollywood", is

the type example of this modern form of community (Powdermaker
1950;

1966:209-31).

Like

Hollywood,

witchcraft

has

more

effect and attracts more attention than its size would explain
(Hawkins 1990:9).
2.

The Athame.
In

this

section

different authors.

the

Athame

is

discussed

from

three

The first two are by the witches who were

interviewed by the students.

These essays were written after

the interviews were conducted, prior to reading the circulated
draft, and both are restricted to one page.

These two essays

can be compared to the student essays to verify that they are
factual.

The final essay was written by the author as part of

a larger paper on Neo-Pagan symbolism (Blew 88:21-3).

It is

included here to verify that the information existed prior to
the interviews.

11
In a non-hierarchical sense (Naisbitt 1982:211-29;
Simos 1988:130-4).
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Tom Johnson's essay was completed on November 27, 1991.

The Athame
Perhaps the most common ritual tool among modern NeoPagan witches is the black-handled knife, commonly called
among them the Athame (variously pronounced, but probably most
correctly as "uh-THAH-may"). The lore surrounding this tool,
as well as its employment in the rites of witchcraft vary from
tradition to tradition, but there seems to be an underlying
understanding of it as a tool to aim and direct the concentration , and hence the psychic focus and power, of the witch.
In this, it shares many features with the three-edged Tibetan
ritual dagger called the purbha, or the serpentine-bladed
Malaysian kriss.
The Athame is usually set aside as a special implement to
be used only under certain ritual observances, and to this end
the practitioner usually performs consecratory or dedicatory
rites over it before using it in ritual.
Once consecrated,
the use of the Athame is usually limited to energy workings
within a magico-religious setting, although not all traditions
share this restriction.
Some restrictions may include the
prohibition against cutting material substances, which when
broken may necessitate extensive attention to reconsecratory
rites. Some traditions do not even require that the handle be
black in color.
The history of the use of the Athame is almost surely to
be found in the magical employment of iron blades in Medieval
and Renaissance Ceremonial Magic, wherein it was used in the
management of uncooperative demons. Nowadays, in its adoption
by Neo-Pagan witches who have little use for demons, let alone
rebellious one, its use has shifted to a much more practitioner-centered focus, in the directing of the magical will to
achieve a desired result, in moving energy within and around
the practitioner, or to cut and shape on the subtler aetheric
planes.
Ellen Perlman's essay was completed on November 4, 1991.
ATHAME by Ellen Perlman
The Athame is one of the witch's basic working tools.
These tools have symbolic meaning and are used to connect the
conscious and unconscious wi thin the Witch.
It is often
acknowledged that the one essential tool is really the witch
themself, especially their magical will, and that an empowered
Witch can work magic without the need of magical tools. The
basic tools, however, are considered important to have,
especially while training. The minimum is one for each of the
four cardinal direction, referred to as quarters, and their
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corresponding four Magic elements, Air, Fire, Water and Earth.
The Athame is associated with East, Air, and the mental,
intellectual, ideational processes, or South, Fire, and
Spirituality, transformation, or vital energy (I think of it
as metabolism). Whichever direction and element the Athame is
associated with, the Wand is associated with the other.
What is the Athame? While I do not know the source of
the word, I've heard unverified suggestions that it derives
from either French or Arabic.
Usually it is described as a
dagger with black handle and a double-edged steel blade,
although I've sometimes heard it said that the blade should be
made of silver.
Most often it is purchased ready-made.
An
athame may be an Army knife, historic reproduction, fantasy
blade, stone blade (flint, jade, obsidian, etc.), favorite
kitchen knife, even an attractive letter-opener. Some folks,
especially vegetarians or pacifists, have wooden knives. It
may be custom-made.
For example, mine has a bronze blade
shaped like an Indonesian kris cast with a labyrinth pattern
on the blade, no edge, and a purple-heartwood handle
Usually an Athame is consecrated by the individual who
owns it, dedicated to spiritual and magical work and not used
for cutting anything.
It may have ciphers and/or sYmbols
engraved or painted on the handle or blade. Details depend on
the teachings of the witch's tradition, or the individual's
own taste or beliefs. These consecrated tools are not to be
touched by anyone other than their owners, unless explicitly
invited to do so.
How is the Athame used? Generally both Fire & Air, and
their corresponding tools, are associated with active "Male"
energy, which moves outward from the individual, and both Wand
& Athame represent the focused and directed will of the user.
The athame's primary purposes are to delineate boundaries and
direct energy:
1.
To cast the Circle - i.e., point tip of blade out (i.e.
towards horizon) or down & draw in air or actually on
ground, the circle within which participants will stand
or are standing for a ritual.
2.
To call the [Guardians of the] Quarters
invoking
guardians who are elemental and/or directional, or
invoking powers associated with the direction/element to
be present. In the Fairy Tradition in which I am training, we use Wand for this, not the Athame.
The witch
faces and points the tool in the direction while appropriate words are spoken or sung and/or while holding an
appropriate visualization or image in the mind. And it
is used again for dismissing the guardians or elements at
the end of the circle.
3.
To represent the Male principle in the sYmbolic Great
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4.

Rite, that is, the sexual union of opposites. The Cup/
Chalice as the Female principle is held by a priest or
priestess while another dips the Athame into it as the
Male principle at or before the blessing of the cakes and
wine, which usually come near the end of a ritual.
To charge, i.e., fill with magical energy, talismans,
spells, herbal blends, amulets, etc.

A Sword may be used to cast the circle, especially in
large rituals where there is more room to use one safely and
where its size is more dramatically appropriate.
Owning a
sword is not usually essential to an individual's practice,
although it may be in some traditions. A sword may belong to
a coven as a whole, or to the High Priestess or Priest.
Another tGol of the individual Witch is the Boline or "White
Handled Knife," used by some traditions.
The Boline is
actually used for magical cutting in circle, such as inscribing ciphers on a candle, for harvesting herbs, etc.
The last essay was written as a part of a larger paper on
Neo-Pagan ritual symbolism, based on several interviews and
observations of rituals where the Athame was used.

There are

some errors in this essay that were not noted by the informants who reviewed the final draft (Blew 1988).
Almost every Witch has a sacred knife called an Athame,
a male symbol used by both sexes. The relationship with this
symbol is a very personal one and involves consecration and
ritual.
Athames, as all Neo-Pagan symbols, can be found,
made, gifts, or bought. One informant told me that you do not
find an Athame, the Athame finds you.
The ideal Athame is a hafted metal, double edged, dagger
with a black handle.
Athames range from hunting knives and
short swords to wood letter open~rs, carpenters' tools and
scissors. As a group Athames are a single piece, so a pocket
or other folding knife is rarely an Athame, but they can be.
An Athame needs to have a handle, a point (not necessarily
sharp), a potential of at least one edge, though two edges
seem to be the ideal (again not necessarily sharp). Otherwise
material (as long as it is a natural material), color, size
and shape seem to be endless. A curved blade would be female
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and usually a Bolin , often called the White Handle Knife,
while a straight blade would be male and an Athame.
As an
Athame is use& to direct magic, straight and true qualities
are preferred •
There are two schools of thought concerning use of the
Athame. These differences probably reflect differing ideas of
magic, being pUblic about being Neo-Pagan and what is sacred.
Starhawk, a major Neo-Pagan theologian, calls the two different schools the Ceremonial Magic School and the Kitchen Magic
School. In the Ceremonial School an act such as cutting fruit
with the Athame would dissipate its power, while the Kitchen
Magic school would feel cutting fruit with an Athame would
make a mundane act a religious one (Simos 1979:61-2).
For
those who believe the Athame should only be used for the
sacred, their Athame will often have dull edges and point, and
the Boline, which can have a straight sharp blade, is used for
mundane purposes or cutting.
Use of the Athame indicates it can be like a receiving
and transmitting aerial, a conductor's baton, a spiritual
slicer and sealer, and a phallic symbol. As a phallic or God
sYmbol it is usually paired with the Chalice, a symbol for the
vulva and Goddess.
During a Ritual the Athame is dipped in
the Chalice, the sexual meaning being very explicit at times.
In the context of Ritual the sex act is the "Great Rite" or
"Great Marriage" (Bradley 1982: 177-9) though actual sex is not
mandatory or frequent. Neo-Pagans have contemporary concerns
about sexually.transmitted diseases in addition to their own
belief about not forcing anyone to do something they do not
want to. The Great Rite begins to encroach on areas the NeoPagans consider private.
The class that forms Blades includes items that are not
blades in appearance but are used as Blades in function.
Specifically a broom can be used in a similar way as a sword,
or is the feminine counterpoint of the sword. The bristles of
a broom can conceal a sharpened end or spear point. A staff
or wand can also be used as a Blade would be, the idea possibly being that the staff/wand is the weapon of the Wizard/
witch as a blade is the weapon of a warrior/soldier.
The
subtleties are individually determined, a person may feel more

12
This is an error.
An Athame can have a sickle or
wavy blade.
A sickle blade, because of the crescent (moon)
shape, is usually carried by women and then usually limited to
a High Priestess. The sentence also implies that the Boline
is not specialized and not magical, while in fact it can be
both.
13 Another error.
In some cases it is desirable to have
a tool that is indirect and flexible.
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comfortable using one symbol over another for a given purpose,
that what is right for them may be different from others
involved in Wicca.
A comprehensive ethnographic description/analysis on the
Athame would need to be more exhaustive about Neo-Pagan ideas
of magic, male/female polarity, Neo-Platonic Elements and the
psychology of symbols and archetypes.

Concerning the Athame

other topics to be explored are:
(1)
The relation of the Athame to the assemblage
of magical tools/symbols in the Neo-Pagan belief system.
(2)
Its overlap with other tools, such as the
Wand, Boline and Sword; and where its nature is ambiguous, as
in the debate of whether it is an Air/East or Fire/South NeoPlatonic element.
(3)
A description of the range of shape, design
and material associated with the Athame.
(4)
The different purposes and functions that an
Athame is used for, and the basis of the variations in the
behaviors associated with its use.
(5)
The various ways an Athame is created,
cleansed, consecrated, charged, stored, transported and
maintained.
(6)
The social process by which an object acquires
the meaning of a magical tool, and how the canon and lore of
the Athame is maintained, disseminated and changed.
(7)
A comparison of behaviors and objects from
other magico-religious systems with the same or similar func~
tion as the Athame.
(8)
The conflicts, compromises, accommodations and
changes that occur when the Athame is taken out of its context
and placed in another, and when the norms of the Athame are
violated in its context.
(9)
In a religion that empowers women what is the
meaning then of their having and using a male symbol (and men
using female symbols).
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In closing the Athame was a useful symbol for demonstrating the hypothesis that fact and fiction have the same source.
Being knife-like it is initially categorized as a knife.

In

the process of ethnography, like other processes where an act
or object acquires meaning, knife changed to Athame, a magical
tool that directs, focuses, changes, opens and closes, separates and joins, begins and ends.

V.
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